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QUALITY, CARE AND
SERVICE FOR OVER
70 YEARS
Cleenol is an independent family run company which is today
recognised as one of the UK’s leading innovators, manufacturers
and suppliers of quality cleaning and hygiene products.
Cleenol has an extensive manufactured product range and stock
a large range of ancillary products, making Cleenol a single
source for even the most demanding of cleaning requirements.

REDUCE
SINGLE USE
PLASTIC

AND SAVE MONEY!

OUR CUSTOMERS COME FIRST
We are able to manufacture, warehouse and distribute high
quality products through an efficient and personal service.

PROVEN PRODUCTS - TRUSTED BY PROFESSIONALS
Since the outset, our focus has been constant – improved
product performance, increased safety and environmental
credentials and enhanced customer benefit.
Each product in Cleenol’s general or bespoke range of cleaning
solutions is formulated to provide the highest standards in
domestic, commercial and industrial hygiene technology.
Cleenol Group are
proud members of:

Cleenol’s Heavy Duty Refill
Flasks play a major role in
reducing single use plastics.

Refilling a heavy duty flask from a
5L container saves 10x500ml or
6x750ml flasks from going to waste.

It also saves costs – at least
60% cheaper than 6x750ml
ready to use, and over 90%
cheaper than 6x500ml.

Cleenol products are
manufactured under a quality
system approved to ISO 9001
and an environmental system
approved to ISO 14001.
015
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Cleenol’s Heavy Duty Refill Flasks
and triggers are robustly made for
long term use and include labels
that are chemical resistant.
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ENVIROLOGICAL
CLEENOL | CARING FOR
THE ENVIRONMENT
STRONG ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCTS FOR PROFESSIONAL
At Cleenol, we take our responsibility to the environment
very seriously. We recognise that concern for the world
around us should be an integral and fundamental part
of our business and we are committed to minimising the
impact of our products and services on the environment.
Each product in the Cleenol Envirological Range has been
formulated to minimize the impact on the environment. They
utilise raw materials from renewable resources, are fully
biodegradable and use recycled or recyclable packaging.

OO UNNECESSARY INGREDIENTS
OO HARMFUL ADDITIVES
OO NOT TESTED ON ANIMALS

A clear orange citrus fragranced all-purpose cleaner. It is a safe
alternative to many highly alkaline products designed for similar
tasks. It is biodegradable, contains no phosphates and has minimal
impact upon the environment. Limited impact on the aquatic
environment. Contains a restricted amount of hazardous substances.
Tested for cleaning performance by an independent laboratory.
Recycling of Packaging: All of the primary packaging used in these
products may be recycled or reused.
Size: 20L
Code: 058732

Suitable for use anywhere except where food is processed. Cleans,
disinfects and deodorises in one operation. Suitable for most hard
surfaces including table tops, stair rails, sinks, door handles etc.
Conforms to BSEN1276 and EN13697 and is effective against
pseudomonas aeruginosa, escherichia coli, staphylococcus
aureus and enterococcus hirae after 5 minutes. Also tested under
BSEN1276 killing 99.99% of germs within 30 seconds.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 058721

Size: 2x5L		

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 058754

Size: 6x750ml
Size: 6x750ml HD Flask
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Code: 053242X5
Code: 057697
Code: 056621/6
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HEAVY DUTY CLEANER

CLEAR STRONG WASHING UP LIQUID

An unperfumed general purpose heavy duty cleaner and degreaser
designed for use in areas where a non-perfumed cleaner is required.
Ideal for use in commercial catering and kitchen environments. A
formulation with no caustic additives. A safe alternative to many
alkaline products used for similar tasks. Ideal for use on floors,
walls, external and internal surfaces of catering equipment, canopy
filters, canopy hoods, fat fryers and autoshams. Can be used
through pressure washers and steam cleaners.

A concentrated formulation designed to cut through heavy grease
and grime. For the manual washing of pots and utensils. Contains
no unnecessary perfumes or dyes and is clear in colour.

Size: 2x5L		
Size: 6x750ml HD Flask
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PERFUMED SPRAY CLEANER
WITH BACTERICIDE

AL

PP BIODEGRADABLE TO EUROPEAN
STANDARDS
PP RAW MATERIALS MAINLY FROM
RENEWABLE RESOURCES
INCLUDING VEGETABLE DERIVED
SURFACTANTS AND BETAINES
PP CONCENTRATED PRODUCTS
REDUCE PACKAGING
PP REUSABLE & RECYCLABLE
TRIGGERS AND SPRAY FLASKS
PP SEPTIC TANK SAFE
PP FRUIT FRAGRANCES
PP PHOSPHATE FREE

MULTIPURPOSE CITRA CLEANER

Code: 058271
Code: 058282/6

Formulated from renewable resources including vegetable derived
surfactants and betaines. pH balanced to neutral.
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 021215

Size: 12x1L

Code: 021232

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 021246

ENVIROLOGICAL

SPRAY CLEANER WITH BACTERICIDE

BATH & WASHROOM CLEANER

WINDOW & MIRROR CLEANER

Provides quick, easy cleaning and sanitizing for all food preparation
surfaces, microwaves, chopping boards, cupboards, fridges and
freezers. Non-tainting. Conforms to BSEN1276 and EN13697
and is effective against pseudomonas aeruginosa, escherichia coli,
staphylococcus aureus and enterococcus hirae after 5 minutes.
Also tested under BSEN1276 killing 99.99% of germs within 30
seconds.

An effective foam cleaner and descaler ideal for taps, baths,
showers, ceramics, plastic and porcelain surfaces. Leaves rooms
deodorised, sanitized and descaled. Contains a fresh citrus
fragrance. Conforms to BSEN1276 and is effective against
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, E. coli, staphylococcus aureus,
enterococcus hirae, listeria monocytogenes, salmonella typhimurium
and listeria monocytogenes after 5 minutes. Effective against MRSA
under BSEN 13697.
Size: 2x5L		
Code: 05335C2X5

A unique formulation giving exceptional sparkling, streak-free results
every time. Removes a wide range of soils including

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053212X5

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057549

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057596

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 053196

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 053CLIFT6

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056578/6

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056542/6

atmospheric grime, nicotine stains, fingermarks and dead insect
marks.
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053262X5

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057537

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 0532566
Code: 056379/6

CITRIC TOILET CLEANER

SHOWER GEL

LIQUID HAND SOAP

Formulated from renewable resources including fruit based acid.

Formulated from mainly vegetable derived surfactants and pH
balanced to neutral, this product is ideal for an all over hair and
body wash. A mild effective delicately perfumed formulation with
high foaming properties. Rinses off easily, leaving the skin smooth
and conditioned. Available in a handy pump action bottle.

This gentle hand cleanser is formulated from renewable resources
including vegetable derived surfactants, betaines and glycerine
and is pH balanced to neutral. It is biodegradable and contains no
phosphates. It has not been tested on animals.
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 058190

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 058293

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 058212

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 058314

A complete cleaner that removes lime and scale leaving toilets
clean and with a refreshing floral fragrance. The product is
biodegradable, contains no phosphates and has minimal impact
upon the environment.
This product has not been tested on animals.
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 058178

Size: 12x750ml

Code: 058189
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EVOLUTION SUPER CONCENTRATE SYSTEMS
EVOLUTION SUPER CONCENTRATES

Set Dosages
Product is dispensed one shot at a time with a time delay on
the mechanism to prevent over-use and waste of product.
Easy To Use
Just add water and a single measured shot.
Safety In Use
The dispensers are fully lockable and kept off the floor.
Spray Flask Dispenser
The Evolution Spray Flask Dispenser has a purpose built
shelf for holding the trigger bottle in place whilst it dispenses
the correct measure of concentrate product into the water
filled flask. A range of heavy duty 750ml bottles and trigger
sprays with chemical resistant labels are available for the
selected products through this system. The dispenser will not
operate unless the trigger bottle is locked in place.
Sink Dispenser
The Evolution sink dispenser is sited to ensure the delivery
spout dispenses directly into the sink or bowl of water.
Bucket Dispenser
The Evolution bucket dispenser has an extension pipe which
is installed at the right height above the selected bucket,
allowing the product to flow directly into the water.
DISPENSER SYSTEM
1x1.5L pouch can make the equivalent of up to:
• 75 to 150 Buckets or Sinks
• 75 to 300 Trigger Spray Bottles
Reduces plastic packaging waste
Simple, accurate dispensing
Easy to use, install and maintain
Prevents overdosing and chemical wastage
Cost effective
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Cleenol’s Evolution Dispensing Systems
allow for concentrated chemicals
to be diluted at point of use. Unlike
conventional systems, Evolution requires
no water connections, plumbing or
electrical supply.
Simple, Accurate, Dispensing
The easy to use dispenser has a push/
pull lever system which consistently
delivers the correct amount of chemical
concentrate directly into water
in a trigger bottle, sink or bucket.
SAFE Systems
The product filled dispenser will only
dispense concentrate when the spray
bottle is locked into position. Both the
sink and bucket operations have to be
enabled before dispensing can take
place. An automatic delay mechanism
locks out the system for a time preventing
overdosing. The units are lockable for
safety reasons. Non-return valves and
drip trays remove the risk of splashing
surfaces or the operator.
Environmental Advantages
Accurate dispensing prevents overdosing
and chemical wastage. Concentrated
products reduce packaging, storage and
transport.
Cost effective
Controlled dispensing and consistent
dilutions every time, give demonstrable
savings in cost in use.
Product Charts
A range of product charts are available
for catering and housekeeping areas.

EVOLUTION SUPER CONCENTRATE SYSTEMS
NUMERIC REFERENCES
1000
PRODUCT SYMBOLS
Each product has a unique
product shape reference, giving
additional support to assist with
colour blindness, literacy or
language difficulties.
COLOUR CODING
A selection of 9 bright, highly
visual colour codes have been
developed for the chemical
products, product packaging of
the 1L bottle and flask, product
use charts.
NUMERIC REFERENCES
Each product within the range
has a unique number reference
for quick operator referral.

ICON CLEANING GUIDES
We have introduced a new range of
easy to identify cleaning illustrations
that will assist in identifying the main
areas of use for the selected product.

The Evolution 1000 system is a portable and convenient
cleaning solution that helps provides a safer working
environment when cleaning. Partnered with the Twin
Bottle Holder you can store your open bottles off the
ground and within easy reach so there is less chance
of spillages and unnecessary strains often found with
lifting heavy and clumsier cleaning solutions.
Evolution Twin Bottle Holders are custom made to fit two
1L Evolution 1000 bottles. The holder is easy to attach
to any suitable vertical surface and makes any area a
cleaning station. The compact design provides an off the
floor system that keeps the area clean and hygienic.
Each 1 litre bottle has 5 dose rates available, simply
squeeze the 1 litre bottle gently after removing the cap
so the liquid fills the chamber to the desired dose rate.
Then pour into your 750ml refill flask
containing clean cold water.

HIGH CAPACITY CONCENTRATE BOTTLE SYSTEM
1x1L bottle can make a minimum of 50 readyto-use refill flasks (based on a 20ml dosage)
Packed 3 x 1L to a case, provides up to
150 ready-to-use flasks – equivalent to 25
cases of normal ready to use product
Reduces plastic packaging waste
Reduces the need for frequent deliveries
Reduces money tied up in stock
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X2 PORTABLE CONCENTRATE SPRAY
KEY FEATURES
No need for wall mounted dispensers
No need for professional installers
One 325ml cartridge produces
the equivalent to more than
12x750ml ready to use triggers
Same weight as a ready to
use 750ml trigger
Always the correct dilution
Cannot be over-dosed
Just add water
Ergonomic design

BENEFITS
Portable
Interchangeable products
No set up costs
Convenient size
No waste
Controlled costs
Environmentally sound
Saves storage space
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X2 PORTABLE CONCENTRATE SPRAY
The X2 Spray System is an easy to use, lightweight system which instantly mixes
water and a concentrate without the need to measure.
There is no need to revisit a box on the wall - simply add water when needed.
It is particularly suitable for use in locations where a high level of hygiene is
required, e.g. catering establishments and medical facilities.
The X2 Spray System uses patented technology to ensure the dilution of
concentrated product remains accurate. Specially designed seals built into every
cartridge prevent contact with the concentrate. As an added security measure, the
X2 Spray System will only operate when both cartridges are locked into the system.

IN FOCUS
ERGONOMIC TRIGGER
Designed to provide comfort and
reduce the risk of repetitive strain
when in use. The trigger is made from
a high quality, durable plastic and
has been extensively tested to ensure
the spray head lasts significantly
longer than a standard spray trigger.

EASY LOCK SYSTEM
Locking system and self-sealing
bottle prevents any exposure to
concentrates.

COST EFFECTIVE
The X2 Spray System uses a specially
formulated concentrate that gives
the user greater savings both
financially and in time. Each 325ml
cartridge produces the equivalent
to more than 12 standard 750ml
ready to use trigger sprays.
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EVOLUTION SUPER CONCENTRATE SYSTEMS
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Pink
Symbol:

Circle
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Triangle

3
Colour:

POT WASH DETERGENT

HEAVY DUTY CLEANER & DEGREASER

SURFACE CLEANER & SANITIZER

For manual washing of pots, pans, crockery and utensils.

A highly effective cleaner and degreaser for use where heavy soil
and grease are evident. Can be used through a trigger bottle on
exterior areas of equipment, including canopy hoods, fat fryers,
cookers, canopy filters, stainless steel wall cladding and glazed
tiles. Bucket fill option for floors, walls and general cleaning of hard
surfaces.

General purpose cleaner and sanitizer in one. Use in catering
kitchen areas, food surfaces, microwaves, fridges, freezers,
shelves, walls, ideal for use in hospital wards, nursing homes and
washrooms. Passes BSEN1276, effective against MRSA, Listeria,
Salmonella and E-coli at 20°C after 5 minutes contact time. Passes
BS5929 (1984) triangle taint test. Non-tainting. Effective against
C.Diff under BSEN13704.

Effectively removes grease and dried on soiling.
Size: 2x1.5L		

Code: EV1

Size: 2x1.5L		

Code: EV2

Size: 3x1L		

Code: EV2/1000

Size: 2x1.5L		

Code: EV3

Size: 4x325ml

Code: EV2/X2

Size: 3x1L		

Code: EV3/1000

Code: EVF2

Size: 4x325ml

Code: EV3/X2

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Code: EVF3

Number:

3
Colour:

Pink/Blue
Symbol:

Number:

Circle

Number:

4

5

Colour:

Colour:

Aqua

IC
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Terracotta

Symbol:

Symbol:

Cross

Code: EV3DA/X2

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask
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Code: EVF3DA
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Code: EV3DA/1000

Size: 4x325ml
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Size: 3x1L		

Footprint

IC
.NET

Double Agent products are supplied in two colour coded
formulations. Rotating the two products reduces the risk of
bacteria developing resistance to the agents designed to destroy
them. Passes BSEN1276 and is effective against MRSA, Listeria,
Salmonella and E-coli at 20° after 5 minutes contact time. Passes
BS5929 (1984) triangle taint test. Non-tainting to foodstuffs. For
use in hospital wards, nursing homes, catering, kitchen areas and
washrooms. Effective against C.Diff under BSEN13704.
Size: 2x1.5L		
Code: EV3DA

EN
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AL

DOUBLE AGENT SURFACE SANITIZER

VIR

ANTIBACTERIAL POTWASH DETERGENT

PERFUMED FLOOR CLEANER

For manual washing of pots, pans, crockery and utensils where
an antibacterial action is required. Formulated to give excellent
soil removal and foaming properties. The product passes British
Standard BSEN1276. Effective against E.Coli under the European
Suspension Test.

Evolution Floor Cleaner is a highly effective hard floor cleaner.
Contains a floral perfume to neutralise odours, leaving areas clean
and fresh. Ideal for use on marble and stone floors with polished or
natural finishes. For use in reception areas, corridors, bathrooms,
and more.

Size: 2x1.5L		

Size: 2x1.5L		

Code: EV5

Size: 3x1L		

Code: EV5/1000

Code: EV4

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Code: EVF5

EVOLUTION SUPER CONCENTRATE SYSTEMS

Number:

Number:

6
Colour:

Lilac
Symbol:

Diamond

Blue
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Colour:

Peach
Square
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Number:

7
Colour:

BATH & WASHROOM CLEANER

AIR FRESHENER

WINDOW & STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER

Antibacterial and descaling. Effectively removes natural oils, soap
deposits and general soiling from baths, sinks, showers, WCs,
tiles, glass screens and hard floor coverings. Helps prevent hard
water deposits from forming on surfaces. Leaves a refreshing citrus
fragrance to deodorise the room. Passes BSEN1276. Effective
against E Coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa , Staphylococcus aureus
Enterococcus hirae after 5 minutes contact time.

Formulated to neutralise and deodorise natural body odours and
stale tobacco. Leaves rooms with a refreshing pot pourri fragrance.

Effectively cuts through atmospheric grime and nicotine soilings.

Size: 2x1.5L		

Code: EV7

Size: 2x1.5L		

Code: EV8

Size: 3x1L		

Code: EV7/1000

Size: 3x1L		

Code: EV8/1000

Code: EVF7

Size: 4x325ml

Code: EV8/X2

Size: 2x1.5L		

Code: EV6

Size: 3x1L		

Code: EV6/1000

Size: 4x325ml

Code: EV6/X2

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

This product is also ideal for cleaning and polishing stainless steel
where a streak-free finish is required.

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Code: EVF6

Number:

Number:

11

10

Colour:

Colour:
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Symbol:

Symbol:

Oblong

Colour:

VIR

Purple

Lime Green

Number:

EN

Code: EVF8

PERFUMED MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER
A new citrus fragranced perfumed all purpose cleaner, designed
for an all in one multipurpose cleaner for use through a refill trigger
flask and mop bucket application.

TOILET CLEANER & DESCALER
For the daily maintenance of urinals and WCs.

Created to effectively remove natural oils, soap deposits and
general soiling from baths, sinks, taps, showers, WCs, tiles, glass
screens and hard floor coverings.

A fragrant thickostropic toilet cleanser and descaler.

PERFUMED BACTERICIDAL
MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER
An effective 4-in-1 product which deodorises, descales, cleans and
sanitizes. Suitable for most hard surfaces.
Leaves a refreshing fragrance. Passes BSEN 1276. Effective against
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, E.coli, staphylococcus aureus and
enterococcus hirae after a contact time of 5 minutes.

Size: 2x1.5L		

Code: EV9

Size: 2x1.5L		

Code: EV10

Size: 2x1.5L		

Code: EV11

Size: 3x1L		

Code: EV9/1000

Size: 3x1L		

Code: EV10/1000

Size: 3x1L		

Code: EV11/1000

Code: EVF9

Size: 4x325ml

Code: EV10/X2

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Code: EVF10

Size: 4x325ml		
Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Code: EV11/X2
Code: EVF11
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MIXXIT CONCENTRATE SYSTEM

The Mixxit System allows for
concentrated chemicals to be
diluted at point of use. Unlike
conventional systems, Mixxit
requires no water connections,
plumbing or electrical supply.
The diverse range of Mixxit
products make it a complete
cleaning solution that is cost
effective and so easy to use. The
simple dispensing method means
you’ll have a consistent cleaning
solution every time.

SET DOSAGES

Product is dispensed one shot
at a time to prevent over-use.

EASY TO USE

Just add water and a
measured shot.

SAFETY IN USE

The system includes a fully
lockable cabinet mounted
on the wall for safety.

12

Open design allows
you to clearly see
when the product
needs replacing.

FIL L IN G ATTACHMEN T

Safely stores all Mixxit
concentrated products
inside a lockable
cabinet and stored off
the floor preventing
accidental spillages.

MIX X IT DISP E N SE R

L O C KABL E CABIN ET

MIXXIT CONCENTRATE SYSTEM

The Mixxit dispenser
allows for a controlled
method of dispensing
accurate doses of Mixxit
concentrate.
Manufactured from
high quality materials to
withstand the test of time
and ensure your product
is dispensed safely and
consistently.

BUCKET FILL

FLASK FILL

SINK FILL

The bucket dispenser has an extension pipe
which is installed at the right height above
the selected bucket, allowing the product to
flow directly into the water.

A range of heavy duty 750ml bottles and
trigger sprays with chemical resistant labels
are available for selected products through
this system.

The sink dispenser is sited to ensure the
delivery spout dispenses directly into the
sink or bowl of water.

Fill empty bucket with fresh clean
water.

Fill empty refill flask with fresh
clean water.

Fill empty sink with
fresh clean water.

Place bucket under dispenser
nozzle and push button slowly to
dispense concentrate.

Place flask under dispenser
nozzle and push button slowly to
dispense concentrate.

Angle dispenser nozzle into the
sink and push button slowly to
dispense concentrate.

Agitate the solution gently to mix
concentrate with
the water.

Attach the trigger head and gently
agitate solution to mix concentrate
with the water.

Agitate the solution gently to mix
concentrate with
the water.

Solution is now ready for use
according to instructions on pack.

Solution is now ready for use
according to instructions on pack.

Solution is now ready for use
according to instructions on pack.
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MIXXIT CONCENTRATE SYSTEM

MULTI SURFACE CLEANER & DEGREASER SANITIZER
A complete cleaning solution,
cost effective and easy to use.
The Mixxit System allows for
concentrated chemicals to be
diluted at point of use.
Requires no water connections,
plumbing or electrical supply.

For use on all hard surfaces. Provides a high standard of cleaning
and degreasing, especially in catering environments. Complies with
BSEN 1276. Kills 99.99% germs in 30 seconds. Regulation (EC)
No 396/2005 Maximum Residue Levels. The biocide in this product
(Benzalkonium Chloride) has an MRL of 0.1ppm. and therefore food
preparation surfaces must be rinsed thoroughly with clean water
after disinfection.

A food safe concentrated cleaner and sanitizer. An effective broadspectrum bactericide. Contains a fungicide designed to kill bacteria,
mould and mildew. Can be used as a sterilising liquid for all areas.
Passes BS EN 1276:2009 at 1:50 dilution. Kills 99.99% germs in
30 seconds.

Size: 2x2L		

Size: 2x2L		

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Code: MXX521
Code: MXX521/F

Code: MXX532

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Code: MXX532/F

PERFUMED MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER

BATH & WASHROOM CLEANER

WINDOW & GLASS CLEANER

A high performance product offering both cleaning, disinfecting and
deodorising benefits. Designed for a wide variety of applications. It
can be used on all hard surfaces, and may be applied using cloths,
mops or floor scrubbers. Complies with BSEN1276, effective against
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus
and Enterococcus hirae killing 99.999% of bacteria after 5 minutes
contact time.

Formulated for frequent bath and washroom cleaning. An effective
cleaner and descaler ideal for cleaning and descaling taps, baths,
showers, ceramics, plastic and porcelain surfaces.

Formulated to give a sparkling, streak-free result. Removes a wide
range of soilings including atmospheric grime, nicotine stains and
finger marks.

Size: 2x2L		

Size: 2x2L		

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask
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Code: MXX576
Code: MXX576/F

Suitable for all non-ferrous metals. After cleaning a fresh citrus
fragrance remains, leaving rooms deodorized and clean.

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Code: MXX598
Code: MXX598/F

Size: 2x2L		
Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Code: MXX554
Code: MMX554/F

MIXXIT CONCENTRATE SYSTEM

TOILET CLEANER

FLOOR MAINTAINER

AIR FRESHENER

A toilet and urinal cleaner that removes soil and scale. A complete
cleaner to give clean toilets and leave a refreshing citrus fragrance.
Safe for use on stainless steel and porcelain.

Performs a two in one operation by cleaning and treating the
surface. This treatment consists of a special blend of waxes which
gives a highly polished finish when burnished with a polishing
machine. The product can be used on sealed and non porous floors.

Leaves a fresh, clean fragrance after every use.

Size: 2x2L		

Size: 2x2L		

Size: 2x2L		

Size: 12x500ml HD Bottles

Code: MXX619
Code: MXX619/B

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Code: MXX565
Code: MXX565/F

Contains a biocide to remove airborne bacteria, banishes lingering
smells such as tobacco smoke and stale air.

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Code: MXX543
Code: MXX543/F

WASHING UP LIQUID

PELICAN PUMP

2L WALL BRACKET

For manual washing of pots, pans, crockery and utensils. Effectively
removes grease and dried on soiling. Suitable for general cleaning
and dishwashing in all kitchen situations.

This pump simply screws into the neck of the 2L bottle and provides
a controlled dosing of 30ml of product to make dispensing easier.
A 15ml restrictor is also available to reduce the amount per pump
press.

A high quality, high strength stainless steel bracket to store 2 litre
bottles safely off the ground.
Can be used to quickly and easily create a cleaning station in any
location suitable for your premises.

Fits all Mixxit containers.

Size: 2x2L		

Code: MXX587

Size: x1		

Code: SPD1620

Size: x1		

Code: SPD1611
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LIQUID LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

SAPPHIRE LAUNDRY LIQUID

PEARL 35 LAUNDRY LIQUID

A premium concentrated fully built biological
phosphate-free product. Pleasantly fragranced with
optical brightening agents to keep colours looking
bright and fresh. The product can be used either
through approved automatic dosing equipment or
may be fed manually through the hopper or roller
ball. Compatible with Ozone systems.

A synergistic blend of surfactants, antiredepositants, optical brightening agents, water
softeners and enzymes. It is a fully built structured
liquid. Safe to use with Ozone disinfection laundry
systems. Cleans effectively without affecting the
germ killing power of Ozone. Designed to be used
through an automatic dosing system. Can be used
in conjunction with Crystalbrite Low Temperature
Destain or Crystalbrite Premium Destain 35.

AQUAMARINE
LAUNDRY LIQUID

ACTIVE UNPERFUMED LIQUID
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

A biological liquid detergent which has been
designed for most types of soiling. Suitable for
use as a one-shot product or in conjunction with
an additional stain remover such as Crystalbrite
Destain or Alkaline Boost.

A synthetic liquid detergent for use on laundry
intended for food preparation areas. Leaves
clothes clean, soft and fresh. Use rates may vary
according to the type and amount of soil present
and whether it is being used as a one-shot product
or in conjunction with an additional stain remover
such as Crystalbrite Destain or Alkaline Boost.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: CRZZ2X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: CRAQ5

Size: 10L		

Code: CRZZ10

Size: 10L		

Code: CYP35/10

Size: 10L		

Code: CRAQ10

Size: 20L		

Code: CRZZ20

Size: 20L		

Code: CYP35/20

Size: 20L		

Code: CRAQ20

ACTIVE BIOLOGICAL
LAUNDRY LIQUID

ACTIVE NON BIOLOGICAL
LAUNDRY LIQUID

BOOST ALKALINE
WASH ADDITIVE

A biological liquid detergent which has been
designed for most types of soiling. The product
has excellent stain removal properties even at
temperatures as low as 30°C, which greatly
reduces or eliminates the need for re-washing or
pre-soaking.

A synthetic non-biological liquid detergent
with effective stain removal properties. Leaves
clothes clean, soft and fresh. Use rates may vary
according to the type and amount of soil present
and whether it is being used as a one-shot product
or in conjunction with an additional stain remover
such as Crystalbrite Destain or Alkaline Boost.

A liquid laundry alkaline detergent booster
containing a highly concentrated blend of
inorganic alkalis. Use in conjunction with Active
Liquid Laundry Concentrate to effectively boost
cleaning performance. Eliminates the need for
separate pre-soaking of heavily soiled garments.

Size: 2x5L

Size: 2x5L
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Code: CRLAB/5

Size: 10L		

Code: CRLD1U/10

LAUNDRY EMULSIFIER

Code: CRLD1/5

Size: 10L		

Code: CRLDP/10

Size: 10L		

Code: CRLD1/10

Size: 20L		

Code: CRLDP/20

Size: 20L		

Code: CRLD1/20

Added to the main wash to break down oils and
fats. Typical applications would be the removal of
sun tan oils, spa oils, make up and massage oils
from towels and robes. Also effective on animal
fats such as milk and cream, chefs whites and tea
towels.
Size: 20L		

Code: 085778

NEW CONCENTRATED
LAUNDRY EMULSIFIER
Size: 20L

Code: 085789

LIQUID LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

LAUNDRY SOUR

SUPREME FABRIC SOFTENER

CARE FABRIC SOFTENER

JASMINE FABRIC SOFTENER

A high quality blend of organic acids, optical
brighteners and blue whiteners combined with
wetting agents. Designed for use in commercial
laundries and suitable for any fabric.

A luxury concentrated formulation that leaves
clothes feeling both fresh and soft. Persistent
Fragrance Technology slowly releases fragrance
long after washing and drying. Contains a builtin antistatic agent, making ironing easier and
prolonging fabric life.

Designed to leave clothes fresh and clean,
Crystalbrite Fabric Conditioner gives a soft
luxurious fluffy feel to your clothes, making ironing
easier and prolonging fabric life. A new longer
lasting perfume gives a fresh clean aroma, even
after storage. Contains a built-in antistatic agent.

A luxury concentrated viscous formulation leaves
clothes fresh and soft, with a deep luxurious feel.
Contains a built-in antistatic agent, making ironing
easier and prolonging fabric life. A pleasant
jasmine perfume gives a refreshing and lasting
scent to the wash.

It may be added to the final rinse to neutralise
alkali present in rinse-water and on fabric, and
will consequently prevent yellowing and fabric
damage.

Size: 20L		

Code: CRSOUR/20

IMPORTANT: DO NOT USE ON KYLIES
Size: 2x5L		

Code: CRLD9/5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: CRLD3/5

Size: 10L		

Code: CRLD9/10

Size: 10L		

Code: CRLD3/10

Size: 2x5L
Size: 10L		

Code: CRLDX/10

Code: CRLDX/5

Size: 20L		

Code: CRLD9/20

Size: 20L		

Code: CRLD3/20

Size: 20L		

Code: CRLDX/20

LAUNDRY BLEACH

DESTAIN PLUS

DESTAIN PREMIUM 35

LOW TEMPERATURE DESTAIN

Hypochlorite bleach solution to be used on whites
only. Used for removal of bleachable stains. Most
commonly used in the hotel and restaurant sectors.

A concentrated solution of hydrogen peroxide
oxidising agent. Provides a high level of stain
removal. May be used to remove bleachable
stains which cannot be treated with chlorine
based bleaches due to the risk of colour removal
and fabric damage. Also highly effective for the
treatment of mildew.

An effective oxygen-based low temperature
liquid destainer, which removes stains even at
temperatures as low as 20ºC, saving energy
and reducing wash times. Gentle on fabrics
compared with other laundry destain products.
Suitable for both white and coloured fabrics.
Has broad antibacterial, virucidal and fungicidal
activity at 20°C. Complies with BSEN1276 and
BSEN13697. Kills 99.999% germs in 5 minutes
at 20°C.

To be used only through the Cleenol Auto Dosing
Systems.

Size: 10L		

Code: CRSH/10

Size: 10L		

Code: CRLD2X/10

A concentrated solution of hydrogen peroxide, it
is colour safe and effective on proteins. Works at
washing temperatures of 40°C+ at which point
it releases an oxygen based bleach to enhance
whiteness. May be used to remove bleachable
stains which cannot be treated with chlorine based
bleaches due to the risk of colour removal and
fabric damage. Also effective for the treatment of
mildew.

Size: 20L

Code: CRLD2X/10

Size: 10L
Size: 20L		

Code: CRDESTAIN35/10
Code: CRDESTAIN35

Size: 10L		

Code: CRLTD/10
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POWDER LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

CRYSTALBRITE NON-BIOLOGICAL
LAUNDRY POWDER

CRYSTALBRITE BIOLOGICAL
LAUNDRY POWDER

A non-biological machine laundry powder where built-in enzymes
are not required. Contains an optical brightening agent to give a
brighter wash. Resealable bucket to maintain product in perfect
condition.

A high quality industrial biological washing powder. Effectively
removes blood, urine, perspiration stains and other body soilings.
Resealable bucket to maintain product in perfect condition.

Contains up to 100 washes.

OXY-CLEEN STAIN REMOVER

Contains up to 100 washes.
Free dosing cap supplied in each pack.

Free dosing cap supplied in each pack.
Size: 6.8kg		

Code: CY921/9

Size: 6.8kg		

Code: CY917/9

Designed to be used in conjunction with your normal powder or
liquid product. Contains an oxygen bleach system, which, at high
temperatures, exerts a positive soil lifting action on organic stains
without any adverse effects on the fabric. Specially formulated
for pre-soaking prior to normal washing as an aid to washing
efficiency. Can also be added to the main wash as a boost to stain
removal or afterwards for re-soaking.
Size: 5kg		

Code: 020810/5

Size: 10kg		

Code: 020810/10

GEMINI NON-BIOLOGICAL
LAUNDRY POWDER

GEMINI BIOLOGICAL
LAUNDRY POWDER

CRYSTALBRITE BIO SOAK AND
PREWASH POWDER

A controlled low foam lather non biological detergent washing
powder suitable for all washing machines and water conditions.
Suitable for hand washing.

A controlled low foam lather biological detergent washing powder
suitable for all washing machines and water conditions. Suitable for
hand washing.

Specialist enzyme presoak powder for difficult soilings.

Size: 10kg		

Size: 10kg		

Pack Size: 12.5kg
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Code: 031107

Code: 031118

Code: CRLDBP

POWDER LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

CRYSTALBRITE
OXYGEN DESTAIN

CRYSTALBRITE BIO
AND BLEACH

Manual wash booster for problem stains and
presoak.

Specialist enzyme presoak powder for difficult
soilings.

Pack Size: 25kg

Pack Size: 25kg

Pack Size: 25kg

Code: 032369

Code: 032358

Code: 032342

CRYSTALBRITE HI
POWER BLEACH

CRYSTALBRITE ALKALI BOOST

LAUNDRY PROCEDURES
CHART

CLEENOL SERVICE
SUPPORT TEAM

A high quality laminated laundry chart to
compliment your laundry products.

Cleenol provides a National Service Support Team
of Engineers to install, commission and calibrate
auto dosing equipment. Our engineers also
provide regular service check-ups

Enhances whitening as part of a wash cycle. For
use on whites only.

Boosts cleaning performance to remove stubborn
soiling.

Pack Size: 25kg

Pack Size: 25kg

Code: 032370

Code: 032381

CRYSTALBRITE T-FORCE
An effective industrial grade general purpose non
biological laundry powder.

Affix onto a wall where your laundry equipment
is situated for an easy quick reference guide to
laundry procedures.

AUTOMATIC DOSING SYSTEM
(ADS) FOR CRYSTALBRITE
LAUNDRY LIQUIDS
The Cleenol ADS is an automatic dosing system
that feeds liquid laundry chemicals from the drums
via a wall mounted pump feeding directly into the
laundry machine at the correct point of the wash/
rinse cycle. It ensures the correct dosage for any
chemical to be dispensed for any given stage
within the wash process.

and service reports. A 48-hour response call
facility is available.
Call our Help Line on:

01295 251721
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LIFT READY TO USE RANGE
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MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER

LEMON MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER

BATH & WASHROOM CLEANER

The original Lift formulation for the professional who cleans a
multitude of surfaces. Fresh pine fragrance. Ready to use. Can be
diluted up to 40:1. Use for floors, walls, ceramics, plastics, vinyl
and stainless steel. 5L refill pack available for maximum economy.

Cleans a multitude of surfaces. New fresh lemon fragrance. Readyto-use. Can be diluted up to 40:1. Use for floors, walls, ceramics,
plastics, vinyl and stainless steel. 5L refill pack available for
maximum economy.

An effective foam cleaner and descaler for taps, baths, showers,
ceramics, plastic and porcelain surfaces. Leaves rooms deodorised,
sanitized and descaled. Contains a fresh citrus fragrance. Conforms
to BSEN1276 and is effective against Pseudomonas aeruginosa, E.
coli, staphylococcus aureus, E. hirae, salmonella typhimurium and
listeria after 5 minutes. Effective against MRSA under BSEN 13697.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053072X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053052X5

Size: 2x5L		

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057521

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 053053

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057596

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 053066

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056242/6

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 053CLIFT6

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056578/6

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

IC

Provides quick, easy cleaning and sanitizing for all food preparation
surfaces, microwaves, chopping boards, cupboards, fridges and
freezers. Non-tainting. Conforms to BSEN1276 and EN13697
and is effective against pseudomonas aeruginosa, escherichia coli,
staphylococcus aureus and enterococcus hirae after 5 minutes.
Also tested under BSEN1276 killing 99.99% of germs within 30
seconds.
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SPRAY CLEANER WITH BACTERICIDE
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Code: 056217/6

Code: 05335C2X5

PEACH ORCHARD AIR FRESHENER

PERFUMED SPRAY CLEANER
WITH BACTERICIDE
Suitable for use anywhere except where food is processed. Cleans,
disinfects and deodorises in one operation. Suitable for most hard
surfaces including table tops, stair rails, sinks, door handles etc.
Conforms to BSEN1276 and EN13697 and is effective against
pseudomonas aeruginosa, E. coli, staphylococcus aureus and E.
hirae after 5 minutes. Also tested under BSEN1276 killing 99.99%
of germs within 30 seconds.

Leaves a subtle peach fragrance after every use. Contains a biocide
to remove airborne bacteria. Banishes lingering smells such as
tobacco smoke and stale air. Ideal for the sanitizing of telephones.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053212X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053472X5

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057549

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053242X5

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057584

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 053196

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057697

Size: 6x500ml

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask
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Code: 056542/6

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056621/6

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 053469
Code: 056581/6

LIFT READY TO USE RANGE
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WINDOW & MIRROR CLEANER

WAX FREE POLISH

FURNITURE POLISH

A unique formulation giving exceptional sparkling, streak-free results
every time.

Formulated to give a fast “clean and shine” in one operation.
Removes dust and fingermarks with ease. Use on paintwork,
enamel, laminates, plastics and sealed wooden surfaces. Not for
use on waxed or lacquered furniture.

Formulated to give furniture and fittings a deep lustrous finish.
Produced from the highest quality materials to give exceptional
results every time. Not for use on waxed or lacquered furniture.

Removes a wide range of soils including atmospheric grime,
nicotine stains, fingermarks and dead insect marks.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053262X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053312X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053292X5

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057537

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057555

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 0532996

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 0532566

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 0533216

Size: 6x750ml

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056379/6

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056553/6

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 057827
Code: 056444/6

HONEYSUCKLE AIR FRESHENER

APPLE AIR FRESHENER

FRUITS OF THE FOREST AIR FRESHENER

Leaves a fresh, clean honeysuckle fragrance after every use.
Contains a biocide to remove airborne bacteria. Banishes lingering
smells such as tobacco smoke and stale air. Ideal for the sanitizing
of telephones.

Can be safely used in all areas apart from kitchens and food
preparation areas. Removes most unpleasant smells encountered
such as tobacco smoke and stale air, leaving the room with a fresh
clean apple fragrance.

Can be safely used in all areas apart from kitchens and food
preparation areas. Removes most unpleasant smells encountered
such as tobacco smoke and stale air, leaving the room with a
pleasant fresh odour.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053342X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053483XP

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053497XP

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057569

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056569/6

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057606

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 0533386

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056569/6
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LIFT READY TO USE RANGE

DESCALER & SANITIZER

MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER WITH BLEACH

MOULD & MILDEW CLEANER

A powerful foaming product designed for the safe and quick
removal of lime scale deposits. Effective against Legionella bacteria
which is often harboured within the lime. Will descale and sanitize
shower heads, plumbing fittings and sanitary ware. May also be
used as a general surface descaler, e.g. on shower cubicles made
from glass or acrylic plastic, wash basins and toilets, ceramics, taps
bathtubs and showers, chrome, ceramic floor and wall tiles.

Formulated for cleaning surfaces where effective cleaning and
disinfection is required. Suitable for use on cooker tops, kitchen
work surfaces, food preparation surfaces, sinks, ceramic tiles and
surfaces made from porcelain and enamel. Not for use on surfaces
discoloured by bleach.

A powerful disinfectant cleaner which, with its high foaming
properties, ensures prolonged contact with the surfaces being
cleaned. The product deodorises, bleaches and kills the coloured
moulds and mildew which often grow on tile grout. Only for
application to grouted tiled surfaces.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053882X5

Size: 6x750ml

Size: 6x750ml

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 053888

Code: 053789

Code: 053707

WHITEBOARD CLEANER SPRAY

GRAFFITI REMOVER

CREAM CLEANER

Specifically created to remove permanent marker pen from white
boards. Also effective on ballpoint pen and aerosol spray on other
hard surfaces. Its unique formulation also removes ghosting marks
that are left from the use of wrongly used marker pens to bring
boards back to a nearly new finish.

Developed using the lowest hazard and low-odour formula to
effectively remove a wide range of graffiti from a wide range of
surfaces, new Lift Graffiti Remover removes aerosol spray, marker
pen and ballpoint from stone, plastic and brickwork.

Non-scratch for the effective cleaning of baths, basins, shower
areas, stainless steel sink units and ceramic cooker tops.

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057769

Size: 6x750ml

Size: 6x40 Wipes

Code: 057773
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Lemon perfumed. Approved by the Ceramics Council.
Large 20 fl.oz. pack (567ml).

Code: 057666

Size: 12x567ml

Code: 082872

LIFT READY TO USE RANGE

500ML HOUSEKEEPING STARTER PACK

500ML SAMPLE PACK

HEAVY DUTY REFILL FLASK PACKS

An opportunity to purchase one of each of the Lift Housekeeping
Range, together with a handy carrier. Includes: Bath & Washroom
Cleaner, Wax Free Polish, Window & Mirror Cleaner, Air Freshener,
Spray Cleaner with Bactericide, Liquid Toilet Cleaner PLUS Handy
Carry, Reference Guides and a laminated Product Training Chart.

A special introduction multi-pack enables to you test each of the
products for yourself. The six products included are : Citrus Bath &
Washroom Cleaner, Window & Mirror Cleaner, Wax Free Polish,
Air Freshener, Spray Cleaner with Bactericide and Liquid Toilet
Cleaner. Once you have started using them, you won’t want to
stop!

New 750ml durable refill packs and heavy duty trigger spray heads
to provide long-lasting use.

Size: 1xKit		

Size: 1xPack		

Code: 053START

Durable chemical resistant labelling.
Designed to be used in conjunction with Lift 5L refill products.

Code: 053000

750ML HOUSEKEEPING STARTER PACK

750ML SAMPLE PACK

5 LITRE TAP DISPENSER

An opportunity to purchase one of each of the Lift Housekeeping
Range, together with a handy carrier. Includes: Bath & Washroom
Cleaner, Wax Free Polish, Window & Mirror Cleaner, Air Freshener,
Spray Cleaner with Bactericide, Liquid Toilet Cleaner PLUS Handy
Carry, Reference Guides and a laminated Product Training Chart.

A special introduction multi-pack enables to you test each of the
products for yourself. Six products include: Citrus Bath & Washroom
Cleaner, Window & Mirror Cleaner, Wax Free Polish, Air Freshener,
Spray Cleaner with Bactericide and Liquid Toilet Cleaner. Once you
have started using them you won’t want to stop!

To transfer product from 5L packs quickly and effortlessly, without
spillage. Perfect for use with all Cleenol 'Flask For Life' products.

Size: 1xKit		

Size: 1xPack		

Size: 1 x 5L Tap		

Code: 147TAP

Size: 1 x 20L Tap		

Code: 125TAP

Code: 053START/750

Code: 05750SAM
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CLEENZYME RANGE
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An enzyme-based product which rapidly degrades organic
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CLEENZYME URINAL CLEANER
& DEODORISER

material, dispelling odours on contact with urinals, wall tiles, floors,
walls, soft furnishings and carpets. Leaves a refreshing vanilla
fragrance.

An enzyme product which dispels urine odours from surfaces,
e.g. floors, grouting, wall tiles and urinals. Prevents the build-up of
uric acid scale. Ideal for use in urinal bowls, channel urinals and
surrounding walls and floors. Leaves a refreshing vanilla fragrance.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 083387

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 083458

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 083407

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 083399

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056774

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056765

Cleenol developed the Cleenzyme
range to provide an effective solution
for the cleaning and general hygiene
of problematic surfaces and areas.
Specially selected enzymes contained
within each product have been
tested thoroughly to ensure that each
product performs every time.
EN
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Cleenzyme products can also
be used in environments where
septic tanks are in use.
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Cleenzyme products are suitable for use
in urinals, drains, pipes and surfaces
including carpets and hard floors.
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Enzymes actively digest a wide range
of organic matter at a microscopic
level, completely removing it whilst
providing superior odour control.

CLEENZYME AUTOFEED ENZYME
DRAIN MAINTAINER

CLEENZYME ENZYME
DRAIN MAINTAINER

Contains a specially selected blend of concentrated non-toxic natural
microbes that effectively digest oils, fats, grease and other organic
matter blocking or impeding drainage systems or grease traps. It is
a totally natural product and is not harmful to the environment. Use
through approved Cleenol battery/mains dosing unit.

Contains a specially selected blend of concentrated non-toxic natural
microbes that effectively digest oils, fats, grease and other organic
material blocking or impeding drainage systems or grease traps.
Built-in dosing cap for easy dispensing.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 083369UN

Size: 3x1L		

Code: 082853

Size: 6x1L

Code: 082673

CLEENZYME RANGE
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CLEENZYME LIQUID ENZYME DIGESTER

TIMED DOSING UNIT

Removes stale odours from urine, vomit and food spills. For use on
carpets, upholstery and fabrics. May be used in carpet extraction
machines. Concentrated formula makes up to 20 litres.

Automatic dosing, dilution and application hardware is available
from Cleenol to enable products to be cost-effectively diluted and
applied.
These units can be powered via mains or there is a battery operated
version where a mains connection isn’t available.

Size: 6x1L		
Size: 2x5L
Size 6x750ml HD Flask

IC

Size: Battery Power x1

Code: ADS/BODD

Size: Mains Power x1

Code: ADS/MODD
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Code: 08284X/6
Code: 08284/2X5

CLEENZYME HAIR DEGRADER

CLEENZYME ENZYME TOILET BLOCKS

Regular use of Cleenzyme Hair Degrader effectively removes hair
and body fat build-up in drains and sink plug holes. It removes the
source of smells and eliminates the cause of blockages and other
drainage problems. Contains up to 20 doses.

An active biological urinal deodorizer and freshener scented
with lemon. Friendly bacteria break down the malodours often
encountered in lavatories, removing the solids that cause blockages
and washroom odours.

Size: 6x1L		

Size: 1x1.1kg

Code: 083444/6

DID YOU KNOW
THAT THE ENTIRE
CLEENZYME
RANGE IS
ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY?
At Cleenol, we take
our responsibility
to the environment
very seriously.
We recognise that
concern for the world
around us should
be an integral and
fundamental part
of our business and
we are committed to
minimising the impact
of our products
and services on the
environment.
Each product in the
Cleenzyme Range
has been formulated
to minimize the
impact on the
environment. They
utilise raw materials
from renewable
resources, are fully
biodegradable and
use recycled or
recyclable packaging.

PP BIODEGRADABLE TO EUROPEAN
STANDARDS
PP RAW MATERIALS MAINLY FROM
RENEWABLE RESOURCES
INCLUDING VEGETABLE DERIVED
SURFACTANTS AND BETAINES
PP SPRAY FLASK PACKAGING
CONTAINS POST CONSUMER
RECYCLATE
PP REUSABLE & RECYCLABLE
TRIGGERS AND SPRAY FLASKS
PP SEPTIC TANK SAFE
PP FRUIT FRAGRANCES
PP PHOSPHATE FREE

OO UNNECESSARY INGREDIENTS
OO HARMFUL ADDITIVES
OO NOT TESTED ON ANIMALS

Code: 08290T
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WASHING UP LIQUIDS & DETERGENTS

WHITE SPOT CONCENTRATED
LEMON DETERGENT

CONCENTRATED DETERGENT

A high quality 20% active detergent with added lemon to effectively
break down food soils, leaving crockery and cutlery squeaky clean.

Designed for commercial contract manual dishwashing. A high
active 20% green detergent that out-performs standard detergents.
Ideal for large industrial wash sinks. Concentrated formula for
increased economy.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 021412X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 021432X5

Size: 20L		

Code: 021419/20

Size: 20L		

Code: 021433/20

CONCENTRATED GERMICIDAL
DETERGENT
A manual high active 20% pot washing detergent containing an
effective bactericide to kill micro-organisms and prevent crossinfection. The product has efficient degreasing properties and may
be used for cleaning food storage areas and preparation surfaces.
Complies with BSEN1276 when used neat with a 5 minute contact
time. Effective against pseudomonas aeruginosa, escherichia coli,
staphylococcus aureus and enterococcus hirae.
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 021722X5

Size: 20L		

Code: 021721/20

Number:

Number:

4

1

Colour:

Colour:

Aqua

Green

Symbol:

Symbol:
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IMPERIAL BACTERICIDAL DETERGENT

ANTIBACTERIAL POTWASH DETERGENT

POT WASH DETERGENT

A low foaming blend of biodegradable detergents and approved
bactericide for use in all catering establishments for the effective
cleaning/sterilisation of utensils and work surfaces. Complies with
BSEN1276, effective against Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia
coli, Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus hirae, killing 99.9%
of germs with a 3 minute contact time.

For manual washing of pots, pans, crockery and utensils where an
antibacterial action is required. Formulated to give excellent soil
removal and foaming properties.

For manual washing of pots, pans, crockery and utensils.

Size: 2x5L		

Size: 2x1.5L		
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Code: FS2018/2

Effectively removes grease and dried on soiling.

The product passes British Standard BSEN1276. Effective against
E.Coli under the European Suspension Test.

Code: EV4

Size: 2x1.5L		

Code: EV1

WASHING UP LIQUIDS & DETERGENTS
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LIQUID DETERGENT

WASHING UP LIQUID

CLEAR STRONG WASHING UP LIQUID

A multipurpose highly effective 10% hand dishwashing detergent
produced to complete the range. A low-cost powerful performance
product.

An effective 15% hand dishwashing detergent for washing up
crockery and utensils. Removes grease with ease for perfect wash
results every time.

A concentrated formulation designed to cut through heavy grease
and grime. For the manual washing of pots and utensils. Contains
no unnecessary perfumes or dyes and is clear in colour.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 020852X5

Size: 12x1L		

Size: 20L		

Code: 020854/20

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 020822X5

Size: 20L		

Code: 02082T/20

LEMON DETERGENT
A pleasantly perfumed 10% detergent for general
cleaning and dishwashing in all catering and
kitchen environments.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 020838

Size: 20L		

Code: 020838/20

Code: 02082X

Formulated from renewable resources including vegetable derived
surfactants and betaines. pH balanced to neutral.
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 021215

Size: 12x1L

Code: 021232

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 021246

HIGH ACTIVE
WASHING UP LIQUID

ORANGE STRONG
WASHING UP LIQUID

TEEPOL MULTIPURPOSE
DETERGENT

A high quality concentrated 30% active detergent
to effectively break down food soils, leaving
crockery and cutlery squeaky clean.

A concentrated formulation with a refreshing
orange scent designed to cut through heavy grease
and grime. For the manual washing of pots and
utensils. Fast and complete biodegradability with
minimal impact on the environment. Not tested on
animals.

A high quality green washing up liquid which will
not tarnish silver or aluminium ware and leaves a
smear-free surface.

Size: 12x1L		

Code: 020896

Size: 5L		

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 020902

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 021502X5

Suitable for multiple purposes.

Code: 010013
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SURFACE CLEANERS & SANITIZERS

HEAVY DUTY CLEANER
A highly effective biodegradable general purpose
degreasant cleaner.
Non-perfumed and therefore ideal for cleaning in food
preparation areas.
Can also be used for commercial deep fat fryers,
walls, floors and canopy filters.
Size: 2x5L		
Size: 20L

Code: 082HDC2X5

INDUSTRIAL HEAVY
DUTY CLEANER

BACTERICIDAL MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER

A hard surface cleaner capable of an enormously
wide range of cleaning jobs, from interior paintwork,
the cleaning of oily residues, removal of clay and oil
from heavy earth moving equipment. Non perfumed
and safe to use where food is processed.
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 086984

Provides a high standard of cleaning, degreasing and disinfection for a wide variety of
applications, e.g. floors, walls and equipment etc. Also for cleaning the interiors of food
delivery vehicles. Can be used through pressure washer equipment. Complies with the European
Suspension Test (BSEN1276) when diluted 1:50 (2%) after a contact time of 5 minutes, effective
against Listeria, salmonella typhimurium, pseudomonas aeruginosa, E. coli, staphylococcus
aureus and E. hirae. It has also been tested under BSEN1276 and found to kill 99.9% of germs
within 30 seconds when diluted 2%. Effective against MRSA under BSEN 13697.
Size: 20L		
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 082HDC20

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

ORANGE PERFUMED
HEAVY DUTY CLEANER
Orange scented. For use on hard surfaces such as
paintwork and plastic. Suitable for safety floors.

BROAD SPECTRUM SANITIZER

A general purpose degreaser formulated to remove oil
and grease from concrete, tiled floors and walls.

An odourless non-tainting skin and surface sanitizer designed for frequent use. Contains the
powerful but safe and nontoxic biocidal preparation Sterizar®. Ideal for use on skin when
entering food production areas, or before handling food. Food safe.

Ideal for a variety of cleaning applications.

Complies with BSEN13697 killing 99.99% E.coli and MRSA germs in 30 seconds. Complies
with BSEN1276, BSEN1275 Fungicidal Activity, BSEN1656 Chemical Disinfectant used in
Veterinary Area, BSEN14348 Mycobacterium in Medical Area, passes BSEN1500 Hygienic
Hand Rub test. Effective against, Norovirus, MRSA, E. coli, Legionella, Clostridium difficile,
Salmonella and Listeria. Residual biocidal activity kills 99% bacteria after 6 hours use on hands.

Not suitable for use in food preparation areas.
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Code: 082PHD5

Code: 083452X5
Code: 083456/6F

HARD SURFACE CLEANER

Can be safely used in floor cleaning equipment and
low pressure sprayers.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 083456/20

Size: 2x5L		

TURN TO PAGE 6 TO EXPLORE OUR

Code: 082702X5

SUPER CONCENTRATES

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 064SZ750

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 064SZ5

Size 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 064SZR

SURFACE CLEANERS & SANITIZERS

WWW
.

A high quality performance, front of house product providing a high
standard of cleaning, degreasing and disinfection. Designed for a
wide variety of applications, e.g. the cleaning of floors, walls and
surfaces, etc. Its built-in residual antistatic properties protect from
the risk of static. Can be used through a pressure washer or foaming
equipment. Complies with BSEN1276 and is effective against
MRSA, e.coli and salmonella at a 2% dilution (1:50).
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CHLORINATED POWDER SANITIZER

SPRAY CLEANER WITH BACTERICIDE

A free flowing blue powder for the cleaning, sanitizing and
deodorising of food preparation surfaces and internal components
of vending machines. Will remove stains from chopping boards and
toilet bowls.

Provides quick, easy cleaning and sanitizing for all food preparation
surfaces, microwaves, chopping boards, cupboards, fridges and
freezers. Non-tainting. Conforms to BSEN1276 and EN13697
and is effective against pseudomonas aeruginosa, escherichia coli,
staphylococcus aureus and enterococcus hirae after 5 minutes.
Also tested under BSEN1276 killing 99.99% of germs within 30
seconds.

Complies with BSEN1276 (European Suspension Test) at 1% dilution
and has been found to kill 99.99% of Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
E. coli, staphylococcus aureus and E. hirae after a contact time of
30 seconds.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053212X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 083469/R

Size: 12x500g

Code: 031166/500G

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057549

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056721/6

Size: 12.5kg		

Code: 031166

Size: 6x500ml
Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

IMPACT ANTIBACTERIAL HARD
SURFACE CLEANER
A 3 in 1 cleaner designed to clean, sanitize, and deodorise in
one operation. Removes a wide range of soils from hard surfaces,
leaving them clean and safe. Contains a light floral fragrance.

Code: 053196
Code: 056542/6

LIQUID SANITIZER

TANNIN REMOVER

A low foaming liquid detergent for the effective cleaning and
disinfection of surfaces and equipment in food contact areas.

A multi-component powder designed for the removal of tea and
coffee stains.

May also be used for hand dishwashing.

For use on china, plastic, melamine, stainless steel, chrome and
most metals (except aluminium).

Approved and tested against the MRSA killing 99.9999% of
bacteria.

Complies with BSEN1276 (European Suspension Test) at 1% dilution
with a contact time of 5 minutes. Effective against pseudomonas
aeruginosa, escherichia coli, staphylococcus aureus and
enterococcus hirae.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 082777

Size: 2x5L		

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 082769

Code: 020982X5

Size: 3.5kg		

Code: 082726

Size: 12.5kg		

Code: 082734
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TOILET CLEANERS

LIQUID TOILET CLEANER

ACID TOILET CLEANER

APPLE TOILET CLEANER

Designed to combat the build-up of scale in both medium and hard
water areas, Liquid Toilet Cleaner effectively cleans and deodorises,
leaving a fresh pine fragrance.

A heavy duty descaler to effectively remove encrusted limescale
deposits from ceramic surfaces, WCs and shower cubicles.

A highly perfumed, viscous green toilet cleaner with an effective
descaling action that leaves toilets clean and deodorized.

A hydrochloric based product which ensures rapid scale removal.

May safely be used on porcelain and stainless steel.

Not suitable for use on stainless steel or chrome.

Ideal for everyday use.

May safely be used on porcelain and stainless steel.
Ideal for every day use.
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 082942X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 08282X5

Size: 2x5L		

Size: 12x750ml

Code: 082939/12

Size: 6x1L		

Code: 082921/6

Size: 12x750ml
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Code: 082962X5

CITRIC TOILET CLEANER

SANITARY FLUID

TOILET DESCALER

Formulated from renewable resources including fruit based acid.

A concentrated blue liquid with a refreshing pine fragrance.
Keeps chemical toilets healthy and prevents unpleasant odours.
Fully biodegradable. Complies with the European Suspension Test
(BSEN1276) and is effective against pseudomonas aeruginosa,
escherichia coli, staphylococcus aureus and enterococcus hirae with
a contact time of 5 minutes.

Toilet Descaler is designed for use where the removal of heavy
limescale is required. A high active phosphoric acid based
formulation, safe for use on stainless steel, ferrous metals and
ceramics. Contains a fresh invigorating fragrance.

Size: 2x5L		

Size: 12x750ml

A complete cleaner that removes lime and scale leaving toilets
clean and with a refreshing floral fragrance. The product is
biodegradable, contains no phosphates and has minimal
impact upon the environment.
This product has not been tested on animals.
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 058178

Size: 12x750ml

Code: 058189
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TURN TO PAGE 26 FOR ADDITONAL PRODUCTS THAT COMPLIMENT THIS RANGE

Code: 06272X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 082940
Code: 082952X5

TOILET CLEANERS & DEODORISERS

WWW
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A purple viscous liquid formulated to meet the need for a product
that freshens, sanitizes and deodorises toilets.
May safely be used on porcelain and stainless steel. Contains an
invigorating herbal fresh fragrance.
Ideal for every day use.
Size: 12x750ml

Code: 08298T

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 082982X5
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CLEENZYME URINAL CLEANER
& DEODORISER

CLEENZYME ENZYME TOILET BLOCKS

An enzyme product which dispels urine odours from surfaces, e.g.
floors, grouting, wall tiles and urinals. Prevents the build-up of uric
acid scale. Ideal for use in and around urinal bowls, channel urinals
and surrounding walls and floors.
Leaves a refreshing vanilla fragrance.

An active biological urinal deodorizer and freshener scented with
lemon.
Friendly bacteria break down the malodours often encountered in
lavatories, removing the solids that cause blockages and washroom
odours.
Size: 1x1.1kg

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 083458

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 083399

BLUE FLUSH CISTERN BLOCKS

CLIP ON TOILET BLOCKS

PDCB FREE TOILET CUBES

An automatic WC freshener and cleaner. Simply
put into the WC water tank, wait until the water
turns blue and flush as normal.

Designed to be clipped to the inside of the toilet
bowl.

PDCB Free Toilet Cubes are water soluble and do
not evaporate like normal blocks.

Releases a pleasant floral perfume after each
flush, leaving the toilet fresh and clean.

Does not contain harmful PDCBs, which makes
them safer to use, even where children are
present.

Size: 24 Blocks

Pack Size: 3KG

Lasts up to 30 days.

Size: 24x50g

Code: 082BLUE

Code: 082899/24

Order Ref: 082902

Code: 08290T

CLEENOL CHANNEL
BLOCKS PDCB FREE
A long lasting larger toilet deodorising block for
use in channel and single urinals.
PDCB free and freshens the urinal bowl.
Size: 36		

Code: 082903
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AIR FRESHENERS
CLEENAIR RANGE
High quality perfumed air fresheners that are effective, long lasting and economical.
A quick spray rapidly dispels odours leaving a pleasant long lasting fragrance that enhances any
work or leisure environment. Atomises instantly and completely so does not ’rain’ and will not stain
fabrics when used in accordance with the directions.
Ideal for the freshening of hotel corridors, washrooms and reception areas.
Available in a wide variety of fragrances to suit any environment.
Original
Size: 6x400ml		

Code: 052103S

Cranberry
Size: 12x400ml

Code: 052094

Citrus
Size: 12x400ml

Code: 052085

Vanilla
Size: 12x400ml

Code: 052069

Pot Pourri
Size: 12x400ml

Code: 052076

Number:

7
Colour:

Peach
Symbol:

Square
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AIR FRESHENER

AIR FRESHENER

AIR FRESHENER GEL - CITRUS

Formulated to neutralise and deodorise natural body odours and
stale tobacco. Leaves rooms with a refreshing pot pourri fragrance.

Leaves a fresh, clean fragrance after every use.

Provides weeks of continuous freshness and fragrance.

Contains a biocide to remove airborne bacteria, banishes lingering
smells such as tobacco smoke and stale air.

Compact and discrete. It is suitable for use in washrooms,
bedrooms, offices and public areas and ideal to freshen small
spaces. For best results place in an area of air flow.

Size: 2x1.5L		

Code: EV7

Size: 3x1L		

Code: EV7/1000

Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask
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Code: EVF7

Not suitable for use in areas where food is served or prepared.
Size: 2x2L		
Size: 6x750ml HD Refill Flask

Code: MXX543
Code: MXX543/F

Size: 12x135g

Code: 082891

AIR FRESHENERS

FABRIC FRESHENER

HONEYSUCKLE AIR FRESHENER

PEACH ORCHARD AIR FRESHENER

Can be used as an air freshener or can be sprayed directly on
fabric or plastic surfaces. The advanced formulation chemically
absorbs and destroys unpleasant odours. Recommended for
household, sanitary areas, pet care, car care, land fill & refuse bins.

Leaves a fresh, clean honeysuckle fragrance after every use.
Contains a biocide to remove airborne bacteria. Banishes lingering
smells such as tobacco smoke and stale air. Ideal for the sanitizing
of telephones.

Leaves a subtle peach fragrance after every use. Contains a biocide
to remove airborne bacteria. Banishes lingering smells such as
tobacco smoke and stale air. Ideal for the sanitizing of telephones.

Size: 6x750ml

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053342X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053472X5

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057569

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057584

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 0533386

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 057785

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056569/6

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 053469
Code: 056581/6

AIROMA AIR FRESHENING SYSTEMS
An air freshening system with customisable settings to help
deodorise unwanted odours. Available in a wide range of
fragrances to suit any environment.

Airoma Cool Refill
Size: 12x270ml

Code: 082890/WB

Airoma Mystique Refill
Size: 12x270ml

Code: 082890/MF

Dispenser Metered
Size: 1 Unit

Code: 082CMD

APPLE AIR FRESHENER

FRUITS OF THE FOREST AIR FRESHENER

Can be safely used in all areas apart from kitchens and food
preparation areas. Removes most unpleasant smells encountered
such as tobacco smoke and stale air, leaving the room with a fresh
clean apple fragrance.

Can be safely used in all areas apart from kitchens and food
preparation areas. Removes most unpleasant smells encountered
such as tobacco smoke and stale air, leaving the room with a
pleasant fresh odour.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053483XP

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053497XP

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056569/6

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057606

Dispenser Digital
Size: 1 Unit

Code: 082CAD

OTHER PERFUMES AVAILABLE IN THIS RANGE
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BAR & CELLAR RANGE
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SPRAY CLEANER WITH BACTERICIDE

OPTIC CLEANER

SILVER WASH

Provides quick, easy cleaning and sanitizing for all food
preparation surfaces, microwaves, chopping boards, cupboards,
fridges and freezers. Non-tainting. Conforms to BSEN1276 and
EN13697 and is effective against pseudomonas aeruginosa, E.
coli, staphylococcus aureus and E. hirae after 5 minutes. Also tested
under BSEN1276 killing 99.99% of germs within 30 seconds.

For effective cleaning and removal of proteins, starches and sugars
from glass and plastic optics.

Designed for use on silver-plated or sterling silver cutlery, small
ornaments, jewellery, etc.

Always follow the cleaning guidelines.

Can also be used on 9 and 14 carat gold where the silver and
copper alloys may tarnish, creating a "bloom".

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 053212X5

Size: 6x1L		

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 057549

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 083212/6

Size: 2x5L

Code: 053196

Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 056542/6

STAINLESS STEEL POLISH

STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER

BRASSO

Non-aerosol trigger pack.

For use on all stainless steel surfaces, including
fridges, hobs and sinks. Easy to use, lifting away
dirt and grease effortlessly, leaving an incredible
shine.

Removes stains from metal surfaces. Cleans,
polishes and protects. For use on aluminium,
brass, bronze, chrome, copper, pewter and
stainless steel.

Size: 12x400ml

Size: 8x175ml

Contains mineral oil to leave stainless steel
surfaces with a mirror finish.
Size: 6x500ml

Code: 053699

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 053688

Size: 2x5L

Code: 136335UN

Code: 052134

Code: 136255

SHINE ALL PURPOSE
METAL POLISH
Cleans, restores and polishes metal surfaces.
Protects against corrosion and tarnishing.
Size: 1x100g

Code: 083922

Code: 053699/5
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COMBAT PRODUCTS FOR FOOD INDUSTRY

HYGIENE SYSTEMS FOR INDUST RY

COMBAT DOUBLE AGENT BACTERICIDAL
MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER
Reduces the risk of disinfectant resistant bacteria. Two colour-coded formulations, each contains a different
disinfection system. Rotating the two products reduces the risk of bacteria developing resistance. A highly
effective, non-perfumed hard surface cleaner and sanitizer. Complies with BSEN1276 and BS5929.
Size: 6x750ml HD Flask

Code: 083456/6

Size: 2x5L Mixed

Code: 083456/5/DA

Size: 2x5L (Red or Blue)

Red: 083473/RED - Blue: 083473/BLUE

Size: 20L (Red or Blue)

Red: 083456/20/RED - Blue: 083456/20/BLUE

COMBAT FOOD SAFE
HEAVY DUTY SOAP
A non-perfumed and non-tainting heavy duty hand
soap, especially suited for use in food industries to
remove ingrained soiling and stains from the skin.
Leaves hands feeling clean and conditioned.

Size: 2x5L		
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Code: CB456/5

COMBAT HDS
This mildly alkaline detergent with excellent grease
cutting properties.
It is particularly useful for the first stage of two
stage cleaning processes as it will not inactivate
the disinfectants used in the second stage.

COMBAT QUAT-RINSE

COMBAT QUATSAN HI-BAC

A food grade terminal disinfectant for the effective
sanitization of food production equipment and
surfaces after cleaning. Particularly useful for
aerial disinfection in high risk food manufacturing
areas and air conditioning units using fogging
equipment. Complies with BSEN1276, effective
against Pseudomonas aeruginosa, E. coli,
Staphylococcus aureus and E. hirae killing
99.999% of bacteria after 5 minutes contact time.

A concentrated high quality detergent and
sanitizer for use where high levels of cleaning
and disinfection are required in one product.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: CB637/2X5

Size: 2x5L (UN)

Code: CB333/2X5

Size: 20L		

Code: CB637/20

Size: 20L		

Code : CB333/20

COMBAT POWERFOAM
DETERGENT
A heavy duty detergent containing caustic soda.
For use in high soil processes such as in abattoirs
and fish filleting and poultry evisceration plants as
well as for cooking, frying and high fat areas, and
for heavily soiled floors. (Aluminium and other soft
metals should be avoided).

Can also be used as a final rinse sanitizer.
Complies with BSEN1276, effective against
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, E.coli, Staphylococcus
aureus and Enterococcus hirae killing 99.999%
of bacteria after 5 minutes contact time.

COMBAT TRAYWASH
Specially developed for the removal of tenacious
soils and fats encountered in the food processing
industry. Because of its low foaming properties,
it is particularly useful in automated cleaning
processors, CIP systems, blanchers, tray, crate
and rack washing machines and fryers. Use
in conjunction with machine washing, using
approved automatic dosing equipment. May be
used occasionally on aluminium trays.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: CB527/2X5

Size: 2 x 5L		

Code: CB745/2X5

Size: 20L		

Code: CB527/20

Size: 10L		

Code: CB745/10

Size: 20L		

Code: CB282/20

Size: 200L		

Code: CB527/200

Size: 20L		

Code: CB745/20

Size: 200L		

Code: CB282/200

COMBAT PRODUCTS FOR FOOD INDUSTRY

HYGIENE SYSTEMS FOR INDUST RY

COMBAT ALI WASH

COMBAT FAD

COMBAT REACT

COMBAT DESCALER PA

A low foam liquid detergent for use in automatic
washing systems in the food processing industry.
Ideal for use in carousel and tunnel washing
machines for cleaning metal or plastic trays, totes,
fish boxes, pie and meat moulds, machine parts
and utensils, etc. Suitable for use on soft metals
such as aluminium and galvanised steel.

A detergent, disinfectant and bactericidal
hard surface cleaner especially formulated for
food contact surfaces. Also for use on utensils,
equipment, storage bins, tables and conveyors, etc.

A specially formulated heavy duty hard surface
cleaner. Mainly used for the removal of heavy
fats and protein deposits. It may be used in high
pressure washers, steam cleaners and foaming
apparatus. Use rate 1 : 100 to 1 : 200. Caution
– this product is not suitable for use on aluminium
surfaces.

A phosphoric acid based descaler and detergent.
For cleaning and brightening stainless steel
equipment, e.g. vessels, skips, conveyors, utensils,
etc. Also, a general descaler for tanks, pipes,
heat exchanges, etc. Is particularly useful for the
removal of fish slime from fish boxes and dried
blood from tiled surfaces in abattoirs.

Size: 10L		

Code: CBBGS/10

In the latter case, use undiluted.

Size: 20L		

Size: 2x5L		

Code: CBFAD/2X5

Size: 20L		

Code: CBBGS/20

Size: 2x5L		

Code: CB269/5

Size: 20L		

Code: CBFAD/20

Size: 200L		

Code: CBBGS/200

Size: 20L		

Code: CB269/20

Code: CBALW/20

Complies with BSEN1276, effective against
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli,
Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus hirae
after 5 minutes contact time.

COMBAT CARB PLUS

COMBAT CIP

COMBAT FOAMBRITE

COMBAT ALCORINSE

A high caustic product with high foaming
detergents.

A very low foam liquid suitable for CIP
applications in the food industry.

An acid-based foam cleaner developed for the
removal of protein bloom and mineral scale.

An alcohol based surface sanitizer.

Combat Carb Plus is ideal for cleaning smoke
kilns, ovens, fryers, roasters and cooking vessels
where burned-on soils are a problem.

Can be used for cleaning plate heat exchangers,
fryers, cooking vessels, and systems which may
require pumping of detergent solutions through
pipework etc to facilitate soil removal.

For use through a foam lance.

Size: 20L		

Size: 20L		

Size: 2x5L		

Code: CB921/5

Size: 20L		

Code: CB921/20

Code: CB237/20

Code: CB721/20

Complies with BSEN1276, effective against
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli,
Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus hirae
killing 99.999% of bacteria after 30 seconds
contact time.

Size: 2x5L

Code: CB121/2X5
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OVEN CLEANERS, DEGREASERS & DESCALERS

FOAM OVEN CLEANER
& MAINTAINER

WARM OVEN SPRAY
CLEANER

The foam spray enables the product to cling to
surfaces for improved cleaning. For use on grills,
ovens and any equipment where caramelised
grease or oil is evident. Provides quick, effective
maintenance of internal and external areas of
ovens, etc. Not suitable for the removal of hard
carbon deposits. USE ON COOL SURFACES
ONLY. DO NOT USE ON ALUMINIUM, PLASTIC
OR PAINTED SURFACES.

Formulated to remove heavily encrusted carbon
deposits from the internal areas of industrial
and commercial ovens. Converts hardened
deposits into a liquid that can be rinsed off easily.
WARNING - CORROSIVE. ALWAYS WEAR
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING.

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 083121

Size: x1

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 08312X5

Size: 2x5L		

OVEN CLEANING SAFETY KIT HEAVY DUTY FOAM
OVEN CLEANER
For use with Cleenol Warm Oven Spray. Contains

Code: 0831392X5

Warm Oven Spray Lance
Code: 136702

product use instructions and the necessary cleaning
kit to enable the operator to clean effectively and
safely. All products can be purchased individually.
Contains 1xHeavy Duty Plastic Apron,
1xC.O.S.H.H. Mask, 1xVinegar/water Flask,
1xChemical Resistant Goggles, 1xHand Spray
Bottle, 1 Pair PVC Gauntlets, 1x5L Lance Spray
Attachment, 10xHand Pads, 25xWipe Cloths.
Size: x1		

COMBINATION
OVEN RINSEAID

GRIDDLE CLEANER &
CARBON REMOVING GEL

Concentrated detergent degreaser for the effective
removal of baked on food deposits and grease
from the interior of Combination Ovens. Suitable
for manual cleaning or dosed automatically into
the oven during a selected cleaning programme of
the integral cleaning system.

Concentrated rinse agent for use in self-cleaning
Combination Ovens. It is dosed automatically
into the oven during the rinse cycle of the integral
cleaning system. It ensures even drying of the oven
after washing process giving a streak free finish.

Cleenol Griddle Cleaning Gel is powerful against
stubborn, baked on fat and oil, and can restore
your oven. The fast acting ingredients mean that
there is a short cleaning time and its powerful
formula means that scrubbing is at a minimal.

Size: 2x5L		

Size: 2x5L		

Size: 6x1L
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Code: 023123

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 083119

Code: 1356KIT

COMBINATION
OVEN WASHAID

Code: 023134

An effective heavy duty alkaline cleaner for use on
grills, ovens and any baked on grease or oil.

Code: 083142

SPRAY ON DEGREASER
A product that forms part of the Catering Hygiene
Programme. Designed for the effective removal of
caramelised grease from cookers, extractor fittings
and canopy hoods. Also for external areas of fat
fryers, cook and hold ovens and other cooking
appliances.

Size: 6x750ml

Code: 010475

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 010402X5

OVEN CLEANERS, DEGREASERS & DESCALERS

CONCENTRATED
ACID DESCALER

DESCALER & TARNISH
REMOVER

An extremely effective acidic material designed
to remove limescale, rust and concrete deposits.
Ideal for cleaning building equipment. Contains a
corrosion inhibitor to help protect most non-ferrous
metals, brass and bronze. Not suitable for use on
ferrous metals and stainless steel. DO NOT USE
ON STAINLESS STEEL

Enables rapid penetration and removal of scale
deposits. Effectively removes all forms of metal
tarnish, hard water scale, rust from ferrous metals
and even brightens aluminium and chrome
surfaces. Can be used extensively in the catering
and food industries for general purpose cleaning
and maintenance.

Size: 2x5L

Size: 2x5L

Code: 083062X5

Code: 010392X5

HEAVY DUTY CLEANER

LIQUID DEGREASE

A highly effective biodegradable
general purpose degreasant cleaner.
Non-perfumed and therefore ideal for
cleaning in food preparation areas.

A multipurpose general degreaser ideal
for the removal of oil and grease from
concrete and tiled floors or from engine
parts. Not to be used on aluminium
and non-ferrous metals as corrosion
can occur.

Can also be used for commercial deep
fat fryers, walls, floors and canopy
filters.
Size: 2x5L
Size: 20L

Code: 082HDC2X5

Size: 2x5L

Code: 082782X5

KETTLE DESCALER

DRAIN OPENER

A safe to use concentrated kettle descaler that
gently removes the white deposits caused by lime
from all types of kettle.

Cleenol Drain Opener is a powerful alkaline gel
designed to unblock sinks and drains.

Helps to restore the performance and maintain the
lifetime of heating elements in all kettles.

Size: 6x1L

Code: 010321

Designed as the ultimate weapon against all
blockages regular scheduled use of this product
will ensure costly drain maintenance is avoided.
Fast acting. Dissolves all kitchen and bathroom
blockages.

Size: 6x1L

HEAVY DUTY POWDER
DEGREASANT

DEEP FAT FRYER
POWDER

A yellow unperfumed powder suitable
for use where food is processed.

Deep Fat Fryer Powder is a strong
alkaline caustic detergent powder, used
in cleaning utensils, baking trays and
machine components.

Size: 10kg

Size: 2.5kg

Code: 031159

Code: 031162

Code: 083773

CITRUS CLEANER
This versatile product can be used
as a safe alternative to caustic oven
cleaners or as a general purpose
solvent cleaner.

Size: 10L

Code: 21CM100/10

Code: 082HDC20

TURN TO PAGE 61 FOR ADDITONAL PRODUCTS THAT COMPLIMENT THIS RANGE
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SANITIZING WIPES, TABLETS & SPRAYS

SANITIZING TABLETS

HI-POWER SANITIZING TABLETS

FRESH STEP

For surface sanitizing and washing of salads.

Chlorine bleach based disinfectant tablets. More convenient and
safer to use than traditional liquid hypochlorite bleach.

A powerful biocide for use where sterilisation is required, such as
rental footwear and other articles which are worn or hired out on a
regular basis.

Provides a consistent level of chlorine in bacteria killing operations.
Ideal for use on previously cleaned surfaces and suitable for
sanitizing salads and vegetables.

One or two tablets in a bucket of water dissolves with an
effervescent action to give a solution of ready-to use bleach.
The active constituent is dichloroiscyanurate. Each tablet yields
200ppm of available chlorine when placed in 5 litres of cold water.

Size: 6x180		

Code: 062534/6

SURFACE CLEANING &
SANITIZING WIPES
An impregnated non-woven wet wipe for the cleaning and sanitizing
of food probes and knife blades. Alcohol based for fast drying
without the need for wiping dry. Complies with BSEN1276,
effective against MRSA, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli,
Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus hirae killing 99.999% of
bacteria after 5 minutes contact time.

Size: 6x200		
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Code: 13646F

Size: 6x200		

Code: 0625CHL/6

Fresh Step has passed the BSEN13624 test for fungal activity and
has been found to be effective against epidermophyton floccosum,
a fungus responsible for tinea pedis (athlete's foot) after a contact
time of 15 minutes.
Size: 6x750ml

Code: 082FS750

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 082FS5

PROBE WIPES

STAINLESS STEEL WALL DISPENSERS

An impregnated non-woven wet wipe for the cleaning and sanitizing
of food probes and knife blades. Alcohol based for fast drying
without the need for wiping dry.

Easily store and access your sanitizing wipes with ease using these
high quality stainless steel dispensers.

Complies with BSEN1276, effective against MRSA, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus and
Enterococcus hirae killing 99.999% of bacteria after 5 minutes
contact time.

Probe Wipe Dispenser

Code: 136473

Food Safe Wipe Dispenser

Code: 136452

Size: 6x200		

Code: 13646PW

DISINFECTANTS & BLEACHES

GREEN PINE
DISINFECTANT

GREEN PINE PLUS
DISINFECTANT

A clear green quaternary disinfectant suitable for
floors, walls, bins and drains.

A QAP50 disinfectant double the strength of the
quat based Green Pine Disinfectant.

Removes unpleasant odours.

A higher grade disinfectant with improved
disinfecting qualities. Kills 99.999% of E. coli
after a contact time of 10 minutes.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 062902X5

LEMON
DISINFECTANT
Possesses a subtle lemon fresh fragrance for
“sensitive” cleaning areas. Suitable for floors,
walls and paintwork.
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 062302X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 062121UN

DISINFECTANT EXTRA - PINE

DISINFECTANT EXTRA-CHERRY

A pine scented viscous disinfectant concentrate
with a broad spectrum biocide. Eliminates odours
caused by organic decay, smoke, fires, sewage,
chemicals, mould, mildew and animals. Suitable
for odour control in outside drains. Complies
with BSEN1276, effective against Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, E. coli, Staphylococcus aureus and E.
hirae killing 99.9999% of bacteria after 5 minutes
contact time. Effective against Salmonella, Listeria,
C. diff and MRSA.

A cherry scented viscous disinfectant concentrate
with a broad spectrum biocide. Eliminates odours
caused by organic decay, smoke, fires, sewage,
chemicals, mould, mildew and animals. Suitable
for odour control in outside drains. Complies
with BSEN1276, effective against Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, E. coli, Staphylococcus aureus and E.
hirae killing 99.9999% of bacteria after 5 minutes
contact time. Effective against Salmonella, Listeria,
C. diff and MRSA.

Size: 2x5L		

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 062282X5

Code: 06226UN

FLORAL DISINFECTANT

THICK BLEACH

POWER BLEACH

A quaternary QAP30 general purpose disinfectant
with a fresh fragrance to eliminate residual odours
and give a good wide spectrum bacterial kill.

A high active thick bleach with added viscosity,
allowing the bleach to cling to the surface for
longer, providing more effective cleaning.

A powerful chlorine based bleach for disinfecting
floors, gullies and drains.

Size: 2x5L		
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 062312X5

Size: 12x750ml

Code: 062392X5
Code: 062400

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 062412X5
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WATER BASED SEALERS

BRITISH NOVA FLOOR CARE

NOVA LONG-LIFE
GLOSS FINISH

NOVA LONG-LIFE
SATIN FINISH

Our flagship solids rich metallised emulsion
dressing.

Same high quality performance as Nova Longlife Gloss, but with a satin finish.

Can be easily maintained with or without a
machine.

Can be easily maintained with or without a
machine.

An ideal base for spray buffing and mop and
buff.

An ideal base for spray buffing and mop and
buff.

Size: 2x5L

NOVAPLEX

A tough, durable polyurethane and acrylic
sealer which gives a hard wearing gloss finish
to solid wood floors.

A water-based stone and concrete sealer
leaving a semi permanent finish. Tough
and durable, will maintain thefinish and
performance of laid concrete floors. Helps
protect against abrasion, chemical reactions
with spillages, etc.

It is easy to apply, non-flammable, low odour,
quick drying and curing, as well as being
resistant to most common chemicals. Excellent
resistance to heavy foot traffic.

Code: BN0010/SATIN Size: 2x5L

Code: BN008G Size: 2x5L

Code: BN0088

NOVAGARD

NOVACRYL

NOVASHIELD

NOVALIFT

For use on rubber, linoleum, vinyl, vinyl
asbestos, thermoplastic, asphalt, sealed wood
and sealed cork floors, etc. Rich in high quality
solid ingredients, produces a supreme, longlasting shine - quickly and easily and with only
one coat.

An advanced formula, high solids, water-based
emulsion sealer.

A metallised acrylic, water-based emulsion. It
gives a clear, hard protective film and contains
additives which are designed to stop the
adhesion of dirt and marks to the floor surface.
A simple, labour-saving system of maintenance
that offers the maximum protection for your
floors and makes cleaning even easier.

For use on stainless steel, chrome, vitreous
enamel, glass and cast iron equipment and
fittings. Also for ceramic and quarry tiled
floors, concrete, etc.

Size: 2x5L
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Code: BN0010 Size: 2x5L

NOVA WOOD GLOSS

Built of rugged acrylic resins and fluorocarbons, it is designed to produce a tough,
clear film over the surface of the floor.

Code: BN0033 Size: 2x5L

Code: BN0022 Size: 2x5L

Also has many uses in food factories.

Code: BN0044 Size: 2x5L

Code: BN1106

BRITISH NOVA FLOOR CARE

NOVA SAFETY FLOOR CLEANER

NOVA TRIPOWER

NOVA STARBRITE

Ensures swift soil removal, used for deep cleaning as well as
routine maintenance of any safety floor. Bactericidal formula
is an effective disinfectant for use in hospitals, nursing
homes, schools, and other areas where a clean, safe floor
is essential.

Designed for the economical and rapid removal of heavy
deposits of oil, dirt and grease from floors which ordinary
detergents leave behind.

An effective fragranced emulsion polish stripper without
ammonia. Will not affect linoleum pigments.

Size: 2x5L

Size: 2x5L

Code: BN6921

PRODUCT IS CORROSIVE. WEAR APPROPRIATE
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT.

Code: BN1095

Size: 2x5L

Code: BN1040

NOVA LIQUID 99

NOVAWAYS

NOVA CITRA HD-EF

NOVABAK

A super concentrated biodegradable liquid
cleanser for use on floors, walls and other hard
surfaces.

This efficient, solvent-free-cleanser works
well in hot, cold, hard or soft water. It has a
broad range of applications as an alkaline all
purpose cleanser and mild stripper.

Powerful concrete cleaner and degreaser with
environmental accreditations.

A mild acid cleanser specifically designed to
remove brown stains from coloured linoleum.
Also for use wherever an acidic detergent
cleanser is required. May be used neat or in
dilution, subject to the task to be performed,
surface being cleaned, etc.

Size: 2x5L

Size: 2x5L

Code: BN1073

Code: BN1084 Size: 2x5L

Code: BN2168 Size: 2x5L

CLEANERS & STRIPPERS

Complies with BSEN1276, effective against Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, E. coli, Staphylococcus aureus and E. hirae
killing 99.999% of bacteria after 5 minutes contact time.

This concentrated, versatile, degreasant combines solvent,
emulsifiers and balanced alkaline cleansers. It penetrates
and emulsifies oil and grease, releasing the dirt from the
floor surface. After use, a clean water rinse flushes away the
emulsified oil and dirt, leaving the surface clean and fresh.

Code: BN1117
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BRITISH NOVA FLOOR CARE

BACTERICIDAL CLEANERS

NOVACROSS
A multipurpose neutral cleanser which
cleans, deodorises and sanitizes. Complies
with BSEN1276, effective against MRSA,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli,
Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus hirae
killing 99.9999% of bacteria after 5 minutes
contact time.
Tested and approved against the MRSA
bacteria.
Size: 2x5L

Cleans, deodorises and disinfects.
Ideal product for the food industry.
Complies with BSEN1276, effective against
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli,
Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus hirae
killing 99.999% of bacteria after 5 minutes
contact time.
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An unperfumed multipurpose neutral cleanser
which cleans, deodorises and sanitizes.
Complies with BSEN1276, effective against
MRSA, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, E. coli,
Staphylococcus aureus and E. hirae killing
99.9999% of bacteria after 5 minutes contact
time.Tested and approved against the MRSA
bacteria.

Code: BN1150 Size: 2x5L

NOVA MULTIPURPOSE
SANITIZER

Size: 2x5L

NOVACROSS
UNPERFUMED

NOVACROSS CITRUS

NOVAFROST

A multipurpose itrus cleanser which cleans,
deodorises and sanitizes. Complies with
BSEN1276, effective against MRSA,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli,
Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus hirae
killing 99.9999% of bacteria after 5 minutes
contact time.Tested and approved against the
MRSA bacteria.

A refrigerant liquid packed in an aerosol.
When released it operates as a freezing gas,
making chewing gum hard and brittle.

Code: BN1161 Size: 2x5L

Code: BN1172

In this brittle state the gum loses its adhesion
and can be removed simply from the surface.

Size: 6x500ml

Code: BNW5011

NOVA ONE PLUS

NOVATRON

NOVASPOTTA OXY

A powerful and effective liquid cleanser for use
on floors, walls and other hard surfaces.

A bactericidal floor maintainer formulated to
BS6424 and BS6471.

NEW IMPROVED FORMULA

Complies with BSEN1276, effective against
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli,
Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus hirae
killing 99.999% of bacteria after 5 minutes
contact time.

Ideal for hospitals, clinics, nursing homes and
canteens.

Code: BN1272 Size: 2x5L

Cleans, disinfects and deodorises.

Code: BN1051 Size: 2x5L

Code: BN1148

Starts to work in 30 seconds producing
amazing stain removal results. It can
completely remove even the toughest stains
from your carpet or upholstery. Utilises oxy
power, as soon as stains are encountered
oxygen is released, this safely removes the
stain leaving the carpet clean and fresh.
Size: 6x750ml

Code: BN2059/6

BRITISH NOVA FLOOR CARE

NOVA RESTORER/MAINTAINER

NOVA ONE

A premium quality floor maintainer containing a complex
range of waxes to clean, protect and polish in one operation.
Leaves a long lasting antistatic hard finish.

A highly concentrated product which is formulated for use on
a range of floors. Creates a slip resistant surface even when
polished and provides exceptional grip in both wet and dry
conditions.

This efficient solvent-free cleanser is a combination of
carefully selected chemical components securely interlocked
to form a powerful sanitary maintenance product.

Size: 2x5L

Size: 2x5L

Size: 2x5L

Code: BN1016

Code: BN1293

Code: BN1051

NOVACUT

NOVALITE

NOVATREET

NEW IMPROVED FORMULA

A heavy duty pre-spotter for high traffic areas
or a pre-treatment for particularly dirty carpets.

A neutral low foam carpet shampoo for use in
hot water extraction machines.

A crystallising, dry-residue shampoo.

Use as a pre-treatment for particularly dirty
carpets. Prior to cleaning certain areas of
carpets, use of a chemical to soften up very
heavy dirt, spillages, etc. is recommended.

Always test for colour fastness before use.

Pre-spotter and stain remover effective on oil,
grease, fat, tar, lipstick and crayon.
Do not use on bitumen backed tiles.
Always test for colour fastness before use.

CARPET CARE

NOVASPOTTA

FLOOR RESTORERS & MAINTAINERS

NOVACARE

After use it dries to an almost invisible powder
which is later removed with a vacuum cleaner.
Many other shampoos leave sticky residues
which attract and hold dust and dirt.
Such residues cause carpets to become dirty
again more quickly than before.

Size: 6x750ml

Code: BN2011/6 Size: 2x5L

Code: BN2061 Size: 2x5L

Code: BN2047 Size: 2x5L

Code: BN2026
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CLEENOL FLOOR CARE

HIGH SOLIDS POLISH

EMULSION POLISH

BUFFABLE FLOOR CLEANER

A 25% solids metallised floor polish or medium to
heavy traffic areas where a hard wearing deep
lustrous finish is required. No need for buffing.

A 15% solids metallised floor polish for a durable
gloss finish.

A multi-purpose product which performs a
three-in-one operation – cleaning, polishing and
disinfecting.

Dries to a high gloss finish. Use on all sealed and
non porous floors.

For use in low to medium traffic areas or as a base
coat for highly porous floors. Provides an excellent
base for spray cleaning.

Size: 2x5L		

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 041552X5

Code: 041672X5

Designed for the maintenance of treated polished
floors. Has a pleasant residual fragrance.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 041862X5

PREMIUM PERFUMED
FLOOR CLEANER
A highly effective hard oor cleaner containing a
floral perfume to neutralise odours, leaving areas
clean and fresh. Ideal for use on marble and stone
floors with polished or natural finish. For use in
reception areas, corridors, bathrooms, etc.
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 041732

Size: 20L		

Code: 041721

PERFUMED FLOOR CLEANER

FLOOR MAINTAINER

LEMON GEL

PINE GEL

A highly effective hard floor cleaner.

Performs a two in one operation by cleaning and
treating the surface. Ideal mopping solution for
a streak-free shine even without machine buffing.
This treatment consists of a special blend of
waxes which gives a highly polished finish when
burnished with a polishing machine. The product
can be used on sealed and non porous floors.

A general purpose floor maintenance water soluble
gel with a refreshing lemon fragrance.

A general purpose floor maintenance water soluble
gel with a fresh pine fragrance.

For the daily cleaning of polished or untreated
floor surfaces. Will not strip polished floor finishes.

For the daily cleaning of polished floor finishes.
Will not strip polished floor finishes.

Can be used in a hand spray or by mopping.

Can be used in a hand spray or by mopping.

Size: 2x5L		

Size: 2x5L		

Size: 2x5L		

Cleaners use it as the last process in cleaning a
room and then close the door. The perfume then
greets the next person into the room.

Size: 2x5L		
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Code: 041669

Code: 042232

Code: 0418L2X5

Code: 041882X5

CLEENOL FLOOR CARE

WATER EXTRACTION
CARPET SHAMPOO

SCRUBBER DRYER DETERGENT

A concentrated, low foaming water extraction carpet shampoo.
For effective cleaning of carpets and colour fast upholstery.
Revitalises carpets and leaves them with a pleasant fresh odour.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 042842X5

CRYSTAL GRIP
A specialist product which cleans polished
floors and leaves a slip resistant polymer finish.

Formulated for use in combination scrubber dryer floor machines.
Its low foam formulation is effective for cleaning a variety of floor
surfaces including vinyl, rubber, stone, ceramic, terrazzo, marble,
sealed wood and cork and all polished floors. May also be used for
general mopping of lightly soiled floors. Removes light to general
soiling with one pass of the machine (heavier soiling may require
more than one pass with a more concentrated solution).
Size: 2x5L		

Code: 041697

Code: 041872UN

A powerful degreaser/cleaner containing an effective bactericide
for sanitizing purposes. The product is safe to use on most floor
surfaces with the exception of wood and cork.

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 020952X5

CLEENOL MULTIPURPOSE
FLOOR CLEANER

POLISH STRIPPER

SWAN NECK PUMP

An alkaline based floor polish stripper.

A general purpose neutral floor cleaner and
maintainer.

For the effective and fast removal of metallised
emulsion polishes. Designed for light to medium
polish removal.

This pump simply screws into the neck of the
bottle and provides a controlled dosing of 30ml of
product to make dispensing easier.

Suitable for mopping and floor scrubbing
machines.

Size: 2x5L		

CLEENOL BACTERICIDAL
FLOOR CLEANER

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 042932X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 041502X5

A 15ml restrictor is also available to reduce the
amount per pump press.

Size: 5L Pump
Size: 10/20L Pump
Size: 15ml Restrictor

Code: 136552
Code: 136552/25
Code: 136552/15ML
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HAND CARE SYSTEMS

HAND SOAP DISPENSER

HAND SANITIZER DISPENSER

A quality lockable soap dispenser to co-ordinate
with our highly successful paper dispenser range.
Each push of the dispenser lever gives a measured
dose of product for effective hand cleaning.

A quality lockable sanitizing dispenser Each push
of the dispenser lever gives a measured dose of
product. A high capacity pack for less frequent
refilling.

Size: 1x900ml Liquid

Code: 137774

Size: 1x900ml Liquid

Code: 137800/R

Size: 1x900ml Foam

Code: 137867/B

Size: 1x900ml Foam

Code: 137867

Size: 1x400ml Liquid

Code: 137781

Size: 1x800ml Spray

Code: 137808/R

Size: 1x800ml Liquid

Code: 137800/B

Size: 1x800ml Foam

Code: 137819

Size: 1x800ml Spray

Code: 137808

Code: 137800/CREAM

Size: x1 Liquid

Code: 137948

Size: x1 Foam

Code: 137937
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Size: 1x800ml

A high quality top up dispenser for soaps and
sanitizers. The ultimate system in hand hygiene
offers a hands free method for dispensing.

P. AERUGINOSA
E. COLI
E. HIRAE
S. AUREUS

AL

EN

A high quality dispenser for pouch based hand
conditioners. Dispenses just the right amount of
product to help protect hands after washing.

TOUCH FREE DISPENSERS

WWW
.

MRSA
SALMONELLA
E. COLI

HAND CONDITIONER
DISPENSER

GREEN BACTERICIDAL
LIQUID SOAP

ANTIBACTERIAL FOAM
HAND CLEANER

PERFUMED FOAM
HAND CLEANER

Size: 3x800ml

Code: 074159

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077028

An unperfumed foam hand cleaner, ideal for use
where high standards of hygiene are required.
Especially suitable for use in catering areas, bars
and hospital wards. Formulated using vegetable
derived bactericides and foaming agents. Mild
and effective formula designed to remove light
to medium soiling. Rinses off easily. Contains no
fragrance and therefore is food safe. Complies
with BSEN1276. Complies with BSEN13727
against the following organisms; Pseudomonas
Aeruginosa, E. coli, E. hirae and Staphylococcus
Aureus killing 99.999% germs in 30 seconds.

Perfumed foam hand cleaner ideal for all front of
house and public areas.

A mild formulation to remove light to medium
soiling. With added emollient to leave hands
feeling smooth and conditioned. Colour coded
peach with a subtle peach perfume which leaves
a delicate residual fragrance. Ideal for toilet and
washroom areas.

A non-perfumed, non-tainting hand soap, ideal
for use in food preparation areas. Protects hands
against hand and food borne infections. Added
emollient leaves hands feeling smooth and
conditioned. Cleans and sanitizes hands and
complies with BSEN1276 killing 99.9% germs in
30 seconds including MRSA, Salmonella and E.
coli. Also complies with BSEN13727 - quantitative
test for products used in the medical area killing
99.9% germs in 30 seconds including MRSA,
Salmonella and E. coli. Does not contain Triclosan.

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077196

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 074162

Size: 3x800ml

Code: 073384

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077184

Size: 3x800ml

Code: 074148

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 072722X5

Size: 3x800ml

Code: 074123

PEACH FOAM SOAP
A quality, high viscosity, pearlised hand soap.
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This product is formulated using predominantly
vegetable derived bactericides and foaming
agents.
A quality, clear blue foam hand soap. Rinses off
easily. A pleasantly perfumed formulation with
added emollient to leave the hands feeling smooth
and conditioned.

HAND SANITIZERS
LISTERIA
MRSA
E. COLI
SALMONELLA
C. DIFF

EBOLA
MRSA
E. COLI
P. AERUGINOSA
E. HIRAE
S. AUREUS
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SENSES HAND SANITIZING GEL

70% HAND SANITIZING GEL

ALCOHOL FREE HAND SANITIZER

A 40% alcohol based general purpose hand sanitizing gel with
residual biocide and emollient in a sealed pouch to prevent
evaporation. An alcohol based product for use in any situation
where bactericidal control is important.

A 70% alcohol hospital specification clear hand sanitizing gel.

A mixture of effective biocides, which quickly eliminate unwanted
bacteria on the skin, killing greater than 99.99% of e.coli and
99.999% of MRSA within 1 minute of application.

Complies with a modified BSEN1276 bactericidal activity test
when used neat and is effective against methycillin resistant
staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), salmonella typhimurium, listeria
monocytogenes and escherichia coli with a contact time of 2
minutes and clostridium difficile with a contact time of 30 minutes.
Triclosan free.

Sanitises the skin without the need for water.
Ideal for use on entering food production areas, or before handling
food.
Suitable for use in any situation where bactericidal control is
important. Evaporates quickly and is non-tacky.
Complies with BSEN1500 Chemical Disinfectants and Antiseptics –
Hygiene Handrub – Test Method.

Complies with the European Suspension Test BSEN1276 after
5 minutes contact time and is effective against pseudomonas
aeruginosa, escherichia coli, staphylococcus aureus and
enterococcus hirae. Complies with BSEN1500 Chemical
Disinfectants and Antiseptics - Hygiene Handrub - Test Method.
Complies with BSEN1476 for effective protection against Ebola
virus. Triclosan free. Halal approved.

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077063

Size: 25x50ml

Code: 077159

Size: 35x50ml Foam

Code: 07411/50

Size: 2 x 5L		

Code: 073212UN

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077137

Size: 25x50ml Spray

Code: 074183

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 077123

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 074095

Size: 3 x 800ml

Code: 074117

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 074101

Refillable Gel Dispenser
Size: x1		

Code: 137800/R

Single 500ml Bottle Holder
Size: x1		

Refillable Gel Dispenser
Size: x1		

Code: 077077

Code: 137800/R

Single 500ml Bottle Holder
Size: x1		

Code: 077077

SPRAY HAND SANITIZER
A fast drying spray hand sanitizer. Ideal for use when entering food
production areas or before handling food. An alcohol based product
for use in any situation where bactericidal control is important.

Passes BS EN13727 at 20ºC with a contact time of 30 seconds
when used neat. Effective against pseudomonas aeruginosa, e. coli,
staphylococcus aureus and enterococcus hirae.
Size: 3x800ml

Code: 073323

Size: 2x5L

Code: 073334
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ANTIBACTERIAL LIQUID SOAP

CITRUS ANTIBACTERIAL LIQUID SOAP

GREEN BACTERICIDAL LIQUID SOAP

A mild effective formulation to remove light to medium soil. Ideal
for use in areas where hygiene is important. Pleasantly perfumed.
Protects against hand and food borne infections, with added
emollient to leave the hands feeling smooth and conditioned.
Complies with a modified BSEN1276 against E. coli, Salmonella
Typhimurium, and Listeria. Tests have also found this product to be
effective against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA).
Kills 99.9% of germs in 30 seconds. Triclosan Free.
Size: 6x500ml
Code: 077019

A quality perfumed liquid hand soap. A mild effective formulation
to remove light to medium soil. Ideal for use in areas where hygiene
is important. A pleasantly perfumed formulation to protect against
hand and food borne infections, with added emollient to leave the
hands feeling smooth and conditioned. Kills 99.9% of germs in
30 seconds. Complies with BSEN1276 against E coli, Salmonella
Typhimurium, and Listeria Monocytogenes. Tests have also found this
product to be effective against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus
Aureus (MRSA). Triclosan Free

A non-perfumed, non-tainting hand soap, ideal for use in food
preparation areas. Protects hands against hand and food borne
infections. Added emollient leaves hands feeling smooth and
conditioned. Cleans and sanitizes hands in one operation. Complies
with BSEN 1276 killing 99.9% germs in 30 seconds including
MRSA, Salmonella and E. coli. Also complies with BSEN13727 quantitative test for products used in the medical area killing 99.9%
germs in 30 seconds including MRSA, Salmonella and e.coli. Does
not contain Triclosan.

Size: 3x800ml NEW

Code: 073456

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077234

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 0770192X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 077245

Size: 3x800ml

Code: 073384

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 072722X5
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Size: 2x5L		

ANTIBACTERIAL FOAM HAND CLEANER

ALCOHOL FREE FOAM SANITIZER

PERFUMED FOAM HAND CLEANER

An unperfumed foam hand cleaner, ideal for use where high
standards of hygiene are required. Especially for use in catering
areas, bars and hospital wards. Formulated using vegetable
derived bactericides and foaming agents. Designed to remove light
to medium soiling. Rinses off easily. Odourless and non-tainting,
therefore is food safe. Complies with BSEN1276. Complies with
BSEN13727 against the following organisms; Pseudomonas
Aeruginosa, E. Coli, E. Hirae & Staphylococcus Aureus killing
99.999% germs in 30 seconds. Triclosan free.

Effective biocides which eliminate unwanted bacteria on the skin,
kills greater than 99.99% of e.coli and 99.999% of MRSA within 1
minute. Complies with BSEN1276, effective against pseudomonas
aeruginosa, e. coli, staphylococcus aureus and enterococcus hirae
after 5 minutes. Complies with BSEN 1476 for protection against
Ebola virus. Triclosan free. Halal approved.

Perfumed foam hand cleaner is ideal for all front of house and
public areas. This product is formulated using predominantly
vegetable derived raw materials.

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077184

Size: 3x800ml		
Size: 2x5L		
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A quality, clear blue foam hand soap. Rinses off easily.
A pleasantly perfumed formulation with added emollient to leave the
hands feeling smooth and conditioned.

Size: 35x50ml Foam

Code: 07411/50

Size: 25x50ml Spray

Code: 074183

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077196

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 074095

Size: 3x800ml

Code: 074148

Code: 074123

Size: 3 x 800ml

Code: 074117

Size: 2x5L

Code: 074214

Code: 074197

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 074101

SENSES RANGE
LISTERIA
MRSA
E. COLI
SALMONELLA
C. DIFF

HAND SANITIZING GEL

LUXURY LIQUID SOAP

PEACH LIQUID SOAP

ALOE VERA LIQUID SOAP

An alcohol based unperfumed hand sanitizing
gel for use in any situation where bactericidal
control is important. Complies with a modified
BSEN1276 bactericidal activity test when used
neat and is effective against methycillin resistant
staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), salmonella
typhimurium, listeria and E. coli with a contact time
of 2 minutes and clostridium difficile with a contact
time of 30 minutes. Triclosan free

A delicate apple fragranced pearlised green liquid
soap. Ideal for front of house washrooms.

A quality, high viscosity, pearlised hand soap.

A luxurious hand and body soap with a fresh
perfume provides a rich creamy lather and a
thorough cleansing action.

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077063

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077037

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077055

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 078269

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 073212UN

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 072742X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 072862X5

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 078257

A mild effective formulation to remove light to
medium soiling. Rinses off easily.
With added emollient to leave hands feeling
smooth and conditioned.

A mild formulation to remove light to medium
soiling. With added emollient to leave hands
feeling smooth and conditioned. Colour coded
peach with a subtle peach perfume which leaves
a delicate residual fragrance. Ideal for toilet and
washroom areas.

Contains natural aloe vera properties for skin
protection. Mild and gentle to skin.

LISTERIA
MRSA
E. COLI
SALMONELLA
P. AERUGINOSA
E. HIRAE
S. AUREUS

UNPERFUMED
LIQUID SOAP

ROSE LILY LIQUID SOAP UNIVERSAL
A quality, high viscosity, pearlised hand BARRIER CREAM

LAVENDER
LIQUID SOAP

COCONUT HAIR
& BODY LIQUID

A quality, high viscosity, pearlised hand
soap. A mild formulation to remove light
to medium soiling and added emollient
to leave hands feeling smooth and
conditioned. Colour coded lavender with
a subtle lavender perfume which leaves
a delicate residual fragrance.

A universal soap for all cleaning
A luxurious hair and body wash that
applications where the need for added
is soft and gentle to skin. Removes
general soil, light oils and greases whilst perfume or bactericide is not necessary.
protecting the skin.
Leaves hands clean, fresh, smooth and
conditioned.
The delicately perfumed formulation
has high foaming properties and rinses
off easily making it ideal as an all over
body wash.

Ideal for toilet and washroom areas.
Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077001 Size: 6x500ml

Code: 076937 Size: 6x500ml

Size: 2x5L

Code: 072789 Size: 2x5L

Code: 076921 Size: 2x5L

soap. A mild formulation to remove light
A highly effective barrier moisturising
to medium soiling. With added emollient
cream designed to ensure that the skin
to leave hands feeling smooth and
is kept in a smooth supple condition.
conditioned.
Non tacky and non slippery on the
hands. Food safe. No added lanolin
The subtle perfume leaves a delicate
or perfume. Complies with BSEN 1276
residual fragrance.
and is also effective against MRSA,
Ideal for toilet and washroom areas.
salmonella typhimurium, listeria,
pseudomonas aeruginosa, E. coli,
Code: 072873 staphylococcus aureus and E. hirae.
Code: 077046 Size: 2x5L

Code: 072732X5

Size: 6x500ml

Code: 077721
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CLEEN HANDS

CLEEN HANDS UNIVERSAL BARRIER
& RECONDITIONING CREAM

BEAD FREE CITRUS HAND
CLEANSER HEAVY DUTY

A highly effective barrier cream containing a skin moisturiser to
ensure the skin is kept in a smooth supple condition. Designed as
a universal application cream for both wet and dry work. Long
lasting, non-tacky and non-slippery on the hands. No added lanolin
or perfume. Complies with BSEN1276 and is effective against
MRSA, salmonella typhimurium, listeria, pseudomonas aeruginosa,
E .coli, staphylococcus aureus and E. hirae.		

A powerful solvent-free hand cleansing gel containing natural citrus
ingredients to remove ingrained soiling. For heavy industrial soilings
including tar, paint, lacquer, grease, dye, ink and some resins.
Contains glycerine for added skin protection.

Size: 6x500ml

Code: DXCHUPC500

Size: 2x5L		

Code: 072978

Size: 4.5L Hand Cleaner Dispenser

Code: DX4.5D

Size: 3x800ml

Code: 073423

Size: 6x500ml		

Code: 072969

Size: 15L Hand Cleaner Dispenser

Code: DX15D

HEAVY DUTY CITRUS HAND CLEANSER
A powerful hand cleansing gel with non-plastic beads and natural
citrus ingredients to remove ingrained industrial soilings such as tar,
paint, lacquer, grease, dye, ink and some resins. Contains glycerine
for added skin protection. Suitable for use in most industrial
environments.
Size: 6x500ml
Code: DXCHC500
Size: 4x4.5L		
Size: 2x5L
Size: 15L		
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RED BEADED HAND GEL

Especially suitable for use in garages, workshops, the printing
industry, etc.				

SOLVENT FREE HEAVY DUTY
HAND CLEANSER

A high quality, heavy duty red beaded hand cleanser. Powerful yet
skin friendly formula with the addition of non-plastic beads, helps
lift away ingrained and stubborn soilings such as oil, grease, tar,
rubber compounds and industrial grime.
Size: 4x4.5L		

Code: DXCH4X4.5

Size: 5L		

Code: DXCH5

Size: 15L		

Code: DXCH15

CLEEN HANDS SMOOTH HAND WIPES

A solvent-free hand cleansing paste developed for the effective
removal of medium to heavy soilings such as lubricants, diesel,
brake fluid, cement, rust etc. Especially suitable for use in the
automotive, construction and metal industries etc.

Code: DXCHY4X4.5

Size: 4x4.2kg

Code: DXCHC2X5

Size: 5kg		

Code: DXCHS5

Code: DXCHY15

Size: 15kg		

Code: DXCHS15

Code: DXCHS4X4.2

Based on non-toxic solvents and mild agents and contain no
hydrocarbon related solvents or alkalis. For the removal of light to
medium ingrained soils from the hands and the removal of oils and
greases. Ideal for when on the move or where there are no washing
facilities available.
Size: 4x100 Wipes
Code: DXCHSW100

DREUMEX PLUS & SPECIAL HAND CARE SYSTEMS

HAND CLEANSER CLASSIC

HAND CLEANSER PLUS

HAND CLEANSER SPECIAL

Hand cleansing gel with micrograins for medium soilings such as
oil, fats, grease, bitumen and rubber. It is especially suitable for use
in garages, workshops and the metalworking industry. Increased
cleaning power because of skin friendly micrograins.

A powerful hand cleansing gel for heavy soilings such as tar, paint,
glue, lacquer, etc.

A hand cleansing paste for medium to heavy soilings such as
lubricants, diesel, brake fluid, cement, rust etc.

Especially suitable for use in garages, workshops, the printing
industry and the painting and decorating industry.

Especially suitable for use in the automotive, construction and metal
industries etc.

Effectively removes heavy oil deposits.
Size: 12x600ml Pot

Size: 3x4L		

Code: DXEX150

Size: 2x4.2L Tin

Size: 2x4.5L Tin

Code: DXR2X4.5

Code: DXR600

Size: 2x4.5L Tin

Code: DXY2X4.5

Size: 5L Bucket

Code: DXS2X4.2
Code: DXS5

Size: 15L Bucket

Code: DXR15

Size: 15L Bucket

Code: DXYEL15

Size: 15L Bucket

Code: DXS15

EX4000 DISPENSER

HAND CLEANSER SPECIAL EX250

HEAVY DUTY CITRUS EX150

The EX4000 dispenser has been especially designed for Dreumex
for use in both general and heavy industry. This robust dispenser
has been developed to dispense the EX250 Premium hand cleanser
which is capable of removing such soilings as diesel, cement,
lubricants etc. The EX4000 will house a 4L cartridge of EX250
product and if used correctly will give approximately 800 hand
washes. The unique feature of this system is that the pump is not
fitted within the dispenser but in the cartridge, therefore with
every new cartridge a new pump is used, which ensures not only
reliability but also high standards of hygiene.

High performance solvent-free hand cleansing paste with rubbing
agent. Suitable for medium to heavy industrial soilings, like
lubricants, diesel, brake fluid, cement, rust, etc.

A powerful hand cleansing gel for heavy soilings such as tar, paint,
glue, lacquer, etc.

Size: x1		

Suitable for EX4000 dispenser.

Size: 3x4L		

Code: DXEX250

Especially suitable for use in garages, workshops, the printing
industry and the painting and decorating industry.

Size: 3x4L		

Code: DXEX150

Code: DXE4000D
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DOSING SYSTEMS

QUANTURA 200 DISHWASHING
DOSING SYSTEM
A peristaltic pump dosing system for dosing dishwash detergent
and rinse aid into a wide variety of commercial dishwashers
including conveyor/flight, hood and door type dishwashing
machines. This system also provides the option to incorporate an
additional, third peristaltic pump for dosing sanitiser.
One system for Probe Mode, Probeless Hood Mode, Probeless
Tunnel Mode. Includes pump status lights and on/off indication
light, full text LCD in nine different languages and a secure access
code option.

MIXXIT
DISPENSER

ECOMIX CHEMICAL
DILUTION SYSTEM

A manual dispensing solution. It
dilutes a pre-determined ratio of
concentrates into a final ready-touse solution.

Connected to mains water, it
dilutes a pre-determined ratio of
concentrates into a final ready-touse solution.

CLEENOL provides a National
Service Support Team of Engineers
to install, commission and calibrate
auto dosing and mixing equipment.
Our engineers also provide regular
service check-ups and service reports.
A 48 hour response call
facility is available.

4 PUMP LAUNDRY UNIT
Dispenses up to 4 products for on premises laundry with a flow
rate of up to 285ml* per minute. The space saving patented
double pump head is easy to install and maintain thanks to the
quick-tube-change configuration. Suitable for both intelligent and
non-intelligent washing machines up to 35kg, they can be used in
relay mode or with a formula select programmer.
*Flow rate tested with water under laboratory conditions.

LOCKABLE CABINET

LAUNDRY FORMULA SELECT

A multipurpose chemical cabinet to effectively store and aid
dispensing of our Evolution and Mixxit Concentrated ranges.

Gives various chemical selection programmes to allow different
concentrations of chemicals to be added depending on the amount
of soiling present.

For more information on ordering
dosing systems with your products,
please contact CLEENOL on:

01295 251721
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TRAINING SUPPORT
TRAINING
SUPPORT MATERIAL

STAFF
TRAINING

Cleenol provides a range of leaflets,
posters and guides to support the training
needs and requirements for all your staff
when using cleaning chemicals.

Cleenol provides educational programmes
to inform your staff about our products
and the relevant Health & Safety,
C.O.S.H.H. and C.H.I.P. regulations,
the basic requirements needed to comply
with today’s Health & Safety Acts.

Cleenol provides a good and up to
date overview of health and safety.
Modules can be tailor made to cover
individual customer training requirements
and incorporated into personalised wall
charts with your company logo.

Cleenol employs its own qualified trainers who
are able to demonstrate both the theoretical
and practical issues of health and hygiene,
using modern training module methods,
including Powerpoint presentations.
Enables staff to understand the most
economical and effective use of products.
Helps towards meeting your health
and safety legal obligations.
Reduces the risk of accidents in the work place.
Makes for a safer working environment
for all your employees.

C.O.S.H.H.
C.O.S.H.H. is the law that requires
employers to control substances
that are hazardous to health.
Our specially trained chemical experts are on
hand to provide on-site C.O.S.H.H. training
and all the necessary resources required.
Our chemical experts will teach you
how you can prevent or reduce workers
exposure to hazardous substances.
All Cleenol products come with Material
Safety Data Sheets. We can show you how
to use and understand these effectively and
how to correctly handle our chemicals.
We can also train staff in better
practices for storing chemicals and
highlighting health hazards.
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INNOVATION & DEVELOPMENT
CLEENOL’S ADDED VALUE
INNOVATION

GLOBAL MARKET SECTORS

In addition to chemical products under
the Cleenol brand name, we offer a
contract manufacturing service to qualifying
customers that allow us to customise our
extensive range of high quality cleaning
products with your company branding.
Our expert lab technicians are able to
formulate bespoke products designed to
suit specific requirements, providing you
with a customised cleaning solution.

CLEENOL’S ADDED VALUE
DEVELOPMENT
Our website, www.cleenol.co.uk will give
you an indication of the wide range of
industry sectors that Cleenol supplies.
Our products are formulated to industrial
strength for the professional market.
Cleenol also supplies local authorities and
government departments throughout the
United Kingdom and overseas, together
with wholesalers and resellers in a large
variety of different market places.

CLEENOL CONTACT DETAILS
Telephone:
+44 1295 251721
Email:		
sales@cleenol.co.uk
Fax:		
+44 1295 269561
Website:
www.cleenol.co.uk
Address:
Cleenol Group Ltd
		Neville House,
		Beaumont Road,
		Banbury,
		Oxon,
		
OX16 1RB. UK.

CATERING
HOUSEKEEPING
HOTELS
FACILITY MANAGEMENT
MEDICAL NURSING HOMES
HOSPITALS
RESTAURANTS
PUBS AND BARS
FOOD INDUSTRY
LAUNDRIES
AUTOMOTIVE AND TRANSPORT
MANUFACTURING
CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACT CLEANERS
WASHROOM MANAGEMENT
FLOORING CONTRACTORS
SCHOOLS, COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES
SPORT AND LEISURE
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STAY UP TO DATE
WITH THE LATEST:
NEWS
PRODUCT UPDATES
PRODUCT USE GUIDES
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA
SHEETS
NEWSLETTERS
CLEANING TIPS
www.cleenol.co.uk
You can also find us on:
@CleenolUK

Distributor Information:

@CleenolUK

Cleenol Group Ltd
sales@cleenol.co.uk
+44 1295 251721
www.cleenol.co.uk
Beaumont Road, Banbury, OX16 1RB. UK.

CL0818A

Cleenol Group Ltd

